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Congress street crossroads
By Andy NewmIl1I

When Porteous Mitchell & Braun Co. recently
announced it would close its downtown Portland store
next January, Portland's daily newspapers predicted
the demise of Congress Street.
The headlines splashed across the cover of the May
23 Evening Express read: "Oosing to have huge
impact," "Tough times predicted by experts" and
"Ganley calls the decision a 'blow.'"

"People that fonn their opinion based on the news
say, 'Geez, it's going to hell,'" said City Manager
Robert Ganley of the initial coverage of Porteous
closing. "I don't diminish the scope of the problem.
But it's not a ghost town."
Ganley and the rest his staff are working on a
document called "Downtown Vision," which aims to
shape the future of downtown Portland. The report
espouses to embody what is best for all of Portland.
But City Hall's view of downtown is not always the

view shared by those on the street, because it isn't just
speculators and merchants who have something at
stake. Anyone who shops, works or lives on the
Portland peninsula will be affected.
The downtown solution will take more than filling
empty storefronts with mannequins. But the exaggerated tales of retail woe have invigorated the debate.
All involved see Congress Street at a crossroads.
Continued orr page 8
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A photo essay by
Tonee Harbert
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"For Lease" sIgns and boarded-up storefronts are reshapIng the way Portlanders vIew Congress Street - perhaps for the better.

Learning to walk
By Monte Paulsen

The Earth is about 24,900 miles around; a little more
if you measure around the Equator, a Iittle.less if you
measure north-to-south. Either way, it's a finite
number. You could measure and confinn it.
But the Earth has no end, or edge. You could start
travelling in one direction and keep going forever. In
this way the Earth presents a riddle: it is finite, but it
has no boundaries.
Global warming presents a similar riddle.
The Earth has heated and cooled at least four times
in the last billion years. Scientists predict the bul'I)ing

of fossil fuels will cause the planet to heat up again;
but they disagree as to when the warming will begin.
Like the ends of the Earth, the end of nature is hard to
find.
Politicians, most notably the Bush administration,
have heated this minor disagreement into profound
confusion, thus obscuring the fact that the U.s. burns
more oil than any other nation. And with the help of a
greenhorn environmental movement, they've kept us
from looking beyond foam cups and hair spray.
But simple carbon dioxide contributes more toward
global warming than exotic aerosol gasses. The average American automobile pumps its own weight in

A trio of tried and true
transportation alternatives:
ferries, bicycles and trolleys
See page 12

CBW{forree HllTberi

Personal Ecology part six:
transportation policy

carbon dioxide into the air each year. More than a
third of the planet's 500 million vehicles are in the U.S.,
where we drive far enough to travel to the moon and
back three million times a year, on roads that could
circle the Earth 145 times.
It is our driving that's caused global warming. And
before we run across town to buy the latest environmentally-cruc aerosol- we need to learn to stop and
think. We need to learn to leave the car at home. We
need to learn to walk.

Continued orr page 4
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School official resigns
District 51 Superintendent John Nye resigned after admitting that he drank alcohol
before a chern-free graduation party at Greely
High School on June 9. Nye, who has been
superintendent for two years and in school
systems for 36, smelled of alcohol at the party
but was not drunk, according to a school board
member. The party aimed to show students
they don't need alcohol or drugs to have a good

30" SWIVEL STooIS
in stock

$125
while they last
reg. $147
9 Foden Road, South Portland
Near the Maine Mall
across from UPS • 775·4312

J

time.
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Nye said that he was planning on resigning
in September. He cited differences with board
members as a general reason but refused to
comment any further.
The District 51 school board accepted his
resignation unanimously. On July 1, Nye will
leave his position and Assistant Superintendent
Judith Stallworth will step in as acting superintendent.

Sound .r.r.2 .r
Alternatives
XMAS IN JULY!!!

must pay a tipping fee of $48 a ton and sit as
non-voting members on the RWS board, said
Root. To have full membership, a community
must agree to host a landfill or other new
facility such as a recycling center or transfer
station and would gain voting power and a 20
percent reduction in tipping fees.
"This is a very significant step for the RWS
board," said Root. The company, which sells
energy to Central Maine Power, has a shortage
of waste in the winter and, with the potential
for 29,000 additional tons of waste from the
communities per year, this shortage could be
eliminated. "It will solve some of our winter
problems," he said. '1t may not solve all of
them, but it is a step in the right direction."
The communities in question are Westbrook,
Sebago, Naples, Standish, Brownfield, Durham,
Parsonfield, Newfield, Baldwin, Hirma and
Porter. RWS is now waiting to hear which
communities are interested under these terms
and which are not, Root said.
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Temp worker faces Jail

Ex-cop gets settlement

Kathy Estes, a temporary worker on assignment at Cumberland County District Court,
accessed computerized court records on June 20
and warned four people there were warrants
out for their arrest, said Portland lieutenant
Detective Richard Rizzo. When police arrived at
18 Montreal Street later that evening to make
arrests, none of the four suspects was home.
According to Rizzo, Estes hindered apprehending the suspects, a class B felony, and could face
up to 10 years in jail.
Two of the suspects, Michaelene Babbitt and
David Whipple turned themselves into police
the day after the attempted arrest. Babbitt was
charged with conspiring to traffic in heroine
and Whipple was charged with trafficking in
prescription drugs. Later the same day, Estes
turned herself in and was arrested the following day. Robert M. Babbitt turned himself into
police in York County on June 24, was arrested,
and charged with trafficking in heroine. John
Michael Babbitt, wanted on two accounts of
trafficking in prescription drugs and two on
trafficking in heroine, is still at large, said Rizzo.
The three Babbitt members and Whipple,
charged with class A felonies, could receive up
to 40 years in prison.
According to Rizzo, detectives input the
information about the arrest into the computerized public files late in the day, assuming no
one would retrieve the information before
police made the arrest later that evening.
Shortly thereafter, though, Estes gained access
to to the information and called the suspects,
said Rizzo.
"Estes will have her day in court just like the
rest of those involved." said Rizzo. 'The
records are public information, but are not
something people should be openly talking
about."

The Maine Human Rights Commission
recently determined that fonner Scarborough
Sergeant Steven Searcy was unlawfully discriminated against for religious reasons, said
Commission Director Pat Ryan. The town
awarded Searcy a $7,500 settlement. Searcy
filed a complaint with the commission in April
1987, claiming that Police Orief Hollis Dixon
did not promote him from sergeant to lieutenant because he refused to join the Masons, a
centuries-old fraternal organization based in
part on the belief in God.
The battle began after Searcy, who served as
sergeant for 7 of his 12 years in the Scarborough
Police Department, filed the complaint against
Dixon and was fired from the force less than a
month later. Searcy then filed another complaint stating that the town fired him because of
hisoriginaI complaint. Dixon maintained that
Searcy was fired because of two earlier citizen
complaints against him for misconduct.
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+Yake Cover
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None of them.

A Salute to

BOCKY&
BULLWINKLE

Also serving Bfeakfasc,
Lunch and Sunday Brunch.

Eleven towns eye RWS
Eleven communities in southern Maine are
interested in dumping their trash at Regional
Waste Systems, the Portland waste-kH!nergy
incinerator. But they must decide whether to
accept membership under the terms proposed
by RWS. The new members could increase
RWS waste burning and energy production by
20 percent, said Deputy Director Eric Root.
Root said the request from the 11 communities, some of which currently hold contracts
with the troubled Maine Energy Recovery
Company (MERC) in Biddeford, was brought
before the RWS board who agreed to accept the
communities as associated members.
For associated membership a community
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The Evening Of
JULY 12th
for a Reading and Book Signing
For more information
call 774·0626
38 Exchan St. - Old POrt

~Are you

Some people call them a
walking miracle.
Whatever you call them,
if you knew what they
felt like, you'd be
wearing them now.

looking for a salon with a relaxing atmosphere?
~Would you like to try on a new hair style before the hair
hits the floor?
~Do you want an experienced hairstylist who listens to you7
~Did you see the movie "Altered States"? Ever wonder
what those tanks are really about?
~Are you stressed-out lately? Do you want to find easy.
effective ways to handle it?
~Do you like to
for quality - not glitz & overhead?
If you answered "Yes" to any of these,
you've come to the right place!

Picture Yourself:

Image & Relaxation Center

=we I Is ,,J ,,111 L

854-1365 Call for a free brochure

337 Forest Ave.- Portland, Maine - 207-773-6601
Huge inventory. expert fitting . ma.llorder nationwide, c omplete repair .ervice.

"Simply the best place to buy Birkenstock footwear"

Vicki & Dean Murphy

1 2 Westbrook Common
Westbrook, ME 04092
When you're ready to be
yourself, Picture Yourself

W.D. Cutlip/music
Leslie Moriscm/1lTt
MiJ<z Quinn/sport
Conbtbutors
Lynda Bany, Bmula Chandler,
Hilary McComb Nangle,
Kelly Ne/scn, Mike Quinn,
Morgan Shepard,Ro1and Sweet,
Dan Tonini, Don Rubin

Casco Bay Weekly
distributes 20f]OO papers free
ofcJuzr~ every Thursday.
No prm;on may taIre
than one
of tadr ~ without the permission
of Casco Bay W/!Iekly. Additiunal
ropies of the current issue and/or
most bid issIUS may ~ purch4sed
for $1 tadrat the Casco Bay ~
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r The French government has appointed
fonner rock 'n' roll organizer Bruno Lion to a
sub-cabinet post - Charge de Mission pour Ie
Rock et les Variete - to promote France's rock
industry. lion, 27, who holds degrees in law,
political science and public policy from the
Sorbonne, is paid $2,631 a month.
r Two New Jersey assemblymen, Neil M.
Cohen and Joseph A. Mecca, have introduced
a bill requiring concert promoters to announce
before concerts whether performers will sing
live or lip-sync to recorded music.
r During Jessie Tafero's electrocution at
Florida State Prison, flames and smoke rose
from his head. Officials blamed a faulty
headset conducting the deadly current that
they say caught fire.
r There's one way to forget earthquake
damage ... Global Exchange, a San Francisco
travel agency, announced it is sponsoring a
'Third World in America" tour. For $500,
participants will journey through Virginia,
West Virginia and Tennessee to see impoverished families, crumbling coal-mining towns
and appliance-strewn streams.
r Japan's police, seeking to end illegal
parking, submitted a draft bill to the Cabinet
that would raise the maximum fine for illegal
parking in cities from $200 to $1,340.
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Think
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that
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No other radio
station in Portland offers you

the variety of talk programs available
on WGAN. From 9:05am to 4pm and
7:05pm to 5:30am weekdays and
around the clock on the weekends,
we explore everything from where to
plant an herb garden to where to invest for retirement. And throughout
the day, the WGAN news team breaks
the stories that become the next day's
headlines. Want the best news and
infonnation? There'sonlyonechoice.
But you probably know that already.
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58 Pine Street 773-8223

10 LONGFELLOW SQUARE 774-4446

SWEETS

JULY 1 - 4

Which restaurant
in the Old Port
will serve you a
first-rate dinner
in the peaceful
seclusion of a
garden patio?

Robert Lord
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LEARNING
TO WALK

DROP ME ALINE...
PROGRESSIVE CARDS, GIFTS + WRAP
, 44 HIGH ST., PORTLAND

CAlIlinued fr- front page

BLACK COFFEE DESIGN
GRAPHICS •

PUBLICATIONS •

STAINED GLASS

Hidden Image
Masks
by

Ann Levine

*OPEN ~TIL 3am FRIDAY &*SATURDAY*

Late Night
at the

Macintosh
CONSULTING

Systems .. Peripherals ". Software

Patricia Palermo, R.N.

Deep Muscle Massage

Aromatherapy
DR. HAUSCHKA
Therapeutic Homeopathic

Cosmetics

761·0140
Call for appointment

abacus is Maine's favorite
source for contemporary
American crafts and jewelry.
We feature more thC\n 300 of
America's finest artisans, so
you're bound to find something fun, beautiful, or useful
for yourself or to give a friend.

american crafts
44 Exchange Street, Portland, Maine 04101
772·4880

It's Not Too Late
to make your mark!
Portland School
97 Spring. Street
Portland, Maine 04101
207.775.3052

Maine's Independent College
of Art and De8ign

Phil Stevens

Windham, Maine. Accountant
M.B.A. (University of Michigan)
Painting Major

Majors in:
Ceramics

Graphic Design
Jewelry and
Mctalsmithing
Painting
Photography

Printmaking
Sculpture

More than half the students in our degree program have families, a career or have graduated
from another college. Wha~ they ha~e in com~on
is the desire to be a professIOnal artISt or deSIgner,

It's hard to imagine now, but only a century
ago, there were no cars.
Not until 1891 did the first American gasoline-powered automobile putter its way down
the streets of Ohio Gty, Ohio. The car, built by
John William Uunbert, caught fire later that
year. But the idea burned like wildfire across
the Great Plains of the American dream.
Private cars began as custom-built coaches
for the privileged few who could afford them. It
was a limited market: at the turn of the century,
Mercedes Benz estimated the world market
would peak at a million cars. But that many
were built by 1915; and only a decade later,
Henry Ford singlehandedly led the industry's
conversion from custom-made cars for the elite
to mass-produced vehicles for everyone.
The auto industry's efficient production
methods helped the Allies win World War II,
and after the war, the Allies paid the auto
industry back. By 1950, there were 53 million
passenger cars in America, according to statistics compiled by the Motor Vehicle Manufacturers Association. There were three cars in the
U.S. for every car on the rest of the planet, and
the U.S. auto industry was building 10 million
more each year.
Americans learned to drive, and learning to
drive became an American rite of passage. Cars
grew bigger, faster, and more important as
indicators of social and economic status.
As the cars grew, so did the power of the
companies that made them. Paved by massive
highway construction projects and fueled by
cheap gasoline, automakers and their allies
rolled over their competition. Alternative
transportation didn't die on the streets - it was
murdered in the boardrooms.
Trolley systems vanished from America
during the '40s and '50s. Most people were not
suspicious, simply accepting the passing of the
trolleys as a sign of progress and modernization. But that was not the case. In the early
19305, a half-dozen auto-industry giants
conspired to run electric trolly companies out of
business. Firestone Tire « Rubber, General
Motors, Mack Manufacturing, Phillips Petroleum and Standard Oil formed a holding
company called National City Lines, which
kissed up to local officials and bought up
streetcar systems in 45 cities as far flung as
Spokane, Washington and Tampa, Florida.
National Gty Lines then shut down the trolley
systems and dismantled the tracks, thereby increasing the transportation monopoly enjoyed
by the automobile. In 1949, the consortium was
found guilty of violating the Sherman AntiTrust Act, a verdict that was upheld on appeal.
But it was too late. By the time the litigation
was over, 95 percent of America's street car
systems had been dismantled.
Motor City money also greased the U.s.
Congress, which, in return, paved the nation.
The 1956 passage of the Federal Highway
Construction Act poured billions of dollars into
what is now the Interstate Highway System.
With these subsidized superhighways in place,
long distance trucking overtook rail and sea
freight as the cheapest way to ship products
around the country.
The Detroit dynasty has been generous to
journalists as well. According to the Foundation
on Economic Trends, U.S. carmakers spent
more than $40 billion on advertiSing during the
last decade. General Motors alone spends more
than a billion dollars in advertising every year.
Grocery and automobile advertisements have
long been the bread and butter of most mainstream American newspapers. Even newspapers that pride themselves on investigative
reporting tend to down play the influence of
automakers over the Department of Defense

•

773-5547
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and Congress.
But the power is there. It was evident this
spring as the "tough" Clean Air bill touted by
Senate Majority Leader George Mitchell turned
out to be tough on just about everyone except
the automakers. "The degree to which cars are
culpable," wrote The New York Times,
" ... seem(s) to vary according to factors like how
many auto plants a Congressman has in his
district."
Meanwhile, the cars keep multiplying in
every district. There is now a car for every two
U.S. citizens, and another 126,000 cars a day
continue to roll off the world's production lines.
We Americans, who now spend an average
of 48 days of every year in their cars, have not
only learned to drive - we've become addicted
to our automobiles.

Warning signs
This addiction has cost us plenty. In addition
to killing off the trolleys, it's killed off a few
million Americans as well.
Automobile accidents have killed more
Americans than all the wars of this century
combined. Cars claimed one million dead by
1952, two million by 1975, and are likely to
claim a third million this decade, according to
The National Safety Council.
These deaths are just one of the many
"hidden" costs that cars exact from American
society. These costs are the side-effects of our
addiction to the automobile. And these costs are
high. H Congress weren't so active subsidizing
cars, the US. Surgeon General would probably
slap warning labels on them.
Smog is the most easily identifiable cost.
More than one hundred U.S. cities - housing 75
million Americans - did not meet Federal
standards for minimum air quality during the
late '80s. Smog can cause bronchial disease,
long-term lung damage, restrict visibility and
erode buildings and monuments. One University of California study estimated that smog
kills 30,000 people a year. The American Lung
Association estimates that air pollution costs
the rest of us $40 billion a year in health care
and lost productivity. And the Federal government estimates that car emissions cost us $4
billion a year in lost wheat, com, soybean and
peanut productiort
At ground level, ozone is a major component
of smog. But in the atmosphere, it is essential
for our survival. Chloroflourocarbons (CFCs)'
which break down atmospheric ozone, have
largely been removed from aerosols and
polystyrene foam -leaving automobile air
conditioners as the largest remaining source of
CFC emissions.
But while the atmospheric ozone hole is
dramatic, it is only part of the story. In the
pantheon of eco-catastrophes heralded by
America's new generation of environmentalists,
only global warming reaches into the stratosphere. It is multiracial, multicultural and
multinational. It affects people of all social
strata, indeed, species all along the food chain.

Global warming is the hottest problem ever to
!;ice humankind - and American driving is the
largest single cause of global warming.
The Earth's atmosphere is coddled by a
blanket of vapor, which is maintained through
the exchange of water between the oceans and
the skies. Without the "greenhouse effect" created by this canopy of gasses and clouds, the
Earth would be about 40 to 60 degrees colder.
Even before automobiles were invented,
scientists guessed that carbon dioxide emissions
from fossil fuel combustion might someday add
gasses to this canopy that would increase the
warming effect. As the use of such fuels grew
dramatically during this century, most climatologists became convinced that planetary
warming was inevitable.
The question they asked was: when?
The answer came in June of 1988, amid a
scorching season that brought floods to the
Indian subcontinent, drought to Africa, superhurricanes to the Atlantic and an extended heat
wave to Europe and North America; the answer
came when James Hansen, director of NASA's
Goddard Institute, went further than any other
scientist of his stature and told the Senate
Committee on Energy and Natural Resources
that the answer was: now.
Samples of ice taken from the polar ice caps
suggest that atmospheric levels of carbon
dioxide have risen more than 13 percent since
World War n. Leading climatologists predict
that this carbon dioxide either already has or
soon will cause global temperatures to rise several degrees - leading to widespread flooding
and crop loss.
After Hansen's testimony, news stories about
planetary chaos and global warming spilled out
of Washington like floodwater over a dam. But
the most telling story of the year received little
attention: in 1988, for the first time in history,
U.S. grain production fell below even domestic
consumptiOrt Not only was the U.s. unable to
produce grain for those starving in the Third
World, we were unable even to feed ourselves.
Planetary crop loss is only the most threatening of many costs global warming will extract
from the planet. When added to the known
costs of accidents and ground-level pollution,
the price of driving is staggering. And it is
driving us deeper and deeper into debt. H it
could be added up, this "automobile debt"
would exceed the national debt, the budget
deficit, the savings and loan bail-out and the
Pentagon budget all added together. The true
cost of driving would likely tum out to be
thousands, perhaps hundreds of thousands of
dollars per mile.
Most of the driving is being done by Americans. On average, the 135 million American
passenger cars each pump their own weight in
carbon dioxide into the air each year. According
to estimates by Worldwatch Institute, about a
quarter of worldwide carbon dioxide emissions
originate in the U.s. - where only five percent
CAntinued on page 6
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OLD SHEEP MEADOWS NURSERY

Ten things you can
:
do to reduce your
:•
•
automobile addiction :

ROSE OPEN HOUSE
Browse through country gardens where roses bloom
from every period.
Select your special rose from over 2,<XXl plants ready to go!
Garden toUl~ available.

•

From PC7rtland: Tab 95 Sotuh ., Balefonl Exit. V... RqIu towanl.s
Al{Ttd on Rotu. III. Tab 202N ., GO!< Road and /ook for..".,!

Mon.~ Thur. 1O~8pm;

FEDERAL

Fri., Sat., Sun.
• ALFRED • ME •

The automobile addiction won't be easy to break:
the passenger car is an American institution. But
change is afoot. Here are 10 steps you can take toward
starting a new habit:

lH1>vm

Left - 500
WaH
Halogen
Torchiere
with down
light and
dimmer
$69.

1. Lum to walk
Learning to walk means more than buying a new
pair of shoes. It means choosing to shop within walking distance rather than across town. It means moving
closer to a good employer, so you can walk to work, or
trading your job for another that is closer to where you
live. It means taking a Sunday afternoon stroll, rather
than a drive.

an&&ft'S • CAMP ELLIS • SACO • 284-7163
LEARNING TO WALK
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of the world's people live.
That is the perverse justice of global warming: while it has been those of us living in the
world's wealthiest nations who have had the
longest ride, it will be those who live on the
poverty line who will pay the deepest price.
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JEWELRY - New and Estate
ANTIQUES, PORCEI.AINS, OIL PAINTINGS

Exclusive dealer in Maine for
LEHMAN &: LEE of SANTA FE -

Hand-made jewelry with
hand-cut stones
'i'

Warning signs

SELLING.•• BUYING ••• TRADING
Gold and Diamonds,
Electronic Equipment and more
'i'

486 CONGRESS STREET, PORTlAND

774-8983

BIRDWATCHES
Santa Fe- BirdhouaeMil.no Series
$36.00

DIMORA

26 EXCHANGE STREET
PORTLAND, ME 04101
(207) 775 7049
M·W 10-{; Th-51O-a Sun 12-5

------------------------Have a Safe & Happy 4th!
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2. Pedal power
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In 1953, GM executive Charles Wilson, soonto-be Secretary of Defense, uttered a phrase that
became more well-known than he did: "What's
good for General Motors, is good for the
country."
Stalin died the same year. It's taken Eastern
Europe and the Soviet Union until now to
throw off the legacy that World War II and
Stalin left them. How much longer will it take
America to unlearn the habit pushed on us by
companies like GM and men like Wilson.
The lessons have already begun in Switzerland, where anti-automobile politics have been
led by The Green Party, and anti-car fanatics
have taken to the streets. Roving gangs of protestors paste stickers showing a burning car and
the slogan "Cars have no future" on parked
cars. In Zurich, there have been reports of
stickered cars with slashed tires and smashed
windshields. And in Geneva, in the summer of
1988, when smog was trapped in that mountain
valley for several weeks, gangs of angry protestors pulled drivers out of their vehicles, gave
them bus tickets, and ran away.
In the U.s., it is the politicians who run away.
The powerful automakers' lobby has taught
Congress and the media not to mess with the
auto business: one in every six American employees work for businesses connected to the
auto industry.
But those habits can be unlearned - or those
members of Congress can be removed. There's
a lesson for us all in what happened to the
tobacco industry.
Just a few years ago, the powerful tobacco
lobby had Congress in its grip, and popular
culture still considered cigarette smoking chic.
But as the numbers of people maimed and
killed by lung cancer kept rising, the nation
changed its thinking about the nicotine habit.
Smoking is now banned in public areas and in
many private businesses.
A similar cultural revolution has begun to
affect America's auto addicts. In Los Angeles, a
region of 14 million people who drive nearly
100 million miles each day, the signs of danger
are as clear as the smog that hangs over the city
two out of three days a year.
L.A. once optimized the free-wheeling
American automobile ethic, but today the
region is under a court order to comply with
Federal air quality standards by 2007. If it
cannot, it will lose millions of dollars of Federal
highway money. A recent ruling even allowed
that the E.P.A. could step in and impose gas
rationing, and, if necessary, could enlist the

National Guard to enforce that rationing.
California woke up and smelled the smog.
Communities across the state have begun
reexamining their public transportation systems. And corporations have encouraged their
workers not to drive: some,'iike the Alza Corporation, pay their employees $1 for each day
they bicycle to work; others provide showers
for bicycliSts and car pools for others.
But unlike smoking and smog, we can't wait
until we've watched our family members die
before we put the brakes on global wanning. So
we must begin learning new habits now, while
there's still time.

Learning to walk
Even one person can make a difference.
The L.A. mandate was largely through the
effort of one person. In 1984, Mark Abramowitz
put a clean sheet of paper in his typewriter and
typed a single paragraph charging the administrator of the US. Environmental Protection
Agency with failing to enforce the 1970 Clean
Air Act in Greater Los Angeles. A few weeks
after Abramowitz filed his one-page suit with
the US. Court of Appeals, his phone rang. It
was the E.P.A. calling to enquire what his terms
would be for an out-of-court settlement.
"Clean air," replied Abramowitz.
Steps as simple as walking or riding a bicycle
to work can cut personal carbon dioxide
production in half. Riding public transit or
carpooling can also help. (See "Ten things you
can do ... " on facing page.)
Beyond these steps, you can start lobbying. A
national gas tax would effectively charge those
who produce carbon dioxide for producing it.
The E.P.A. calls this, "making the polluter pay."
The money raised could be reinvested in public
transit. There are also ways you can get involved locally (See page 13.)
Clean air, as well as clean water and land, are
the terms. It's too late to "save" the Earth - we
must now begin the difficult job of cleaning it
up. It won't be as easy or as quick as many of
this country's born-again environmentalists
would like. But it must be done.
Before learning to run, we must learn to
walk.
And the first step toward learning to walk,
will be learning how not to drive.

Monte Paulsen is Editor of Casco Bay Weekly. ~bonUr
Fuller, who contriltuted eJC1ell5iw 'esilIlrch assistana to
this article, is Casco Bay Weekly's summer intern. She
plans to bicycle back to Colby College in the faU .
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Half the car trips made by Americans are-to destination less than five miles away. Five miles is a easy distance to pedal. Not only will you get some fresh air,
exercise and escape from traffic tension, but you'll save
money. Bikes are kinder on your wallet and the
environment.

3. Public power
Trains and buses use less than half as much energy
and produce less than half as much pollution per
passenger mile than personal cars do. They also put
less strain of local infrastructure, at less cost per passenger trip.

4. Share a ride
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If you work too far away to pedal, start a car pool.
By sharing the ride with just one other commuter, you
slash the cost to you, your ride-sharer, and the environment in half. You'll take one car out of the traffic jams
and free up a parking space.

5. Let your flngen do the walking
Phone ahead and be sure your trip is worth making.
A gallon of gas will cost you a dollar and will cost the
environment 22 pounds of carbon dioxide. A local
phone call could save you a trip, won't cost a cent, and
won't cost the environment much more.

6. Leam to drive
Racing to pass the car in front of you will not get
you to your destination much sooner. It will strain
your car, create unsafe conditions and annoy other
drivers. Drive the speed limit: driving at 50 m.p.h.
instead of 70 m.p.h. increases fuel efficiency by an
average of 20 to 30 percent. Also, remove roof racks or
other unnecessary cargo from your car: you will
increase your fuel economy by one percent for every
100 pounds you have tied to your car. And tum your
engine off if you'll be stopping for more than one
minute.

7. Tune-In
Tuning up your car every 10,000 miles can increase
fuel efficiency by up to 10 percent. Keep you tires
properly inflated and add another 10 percent. Keep
your brakes adjusted to reduce drag.

8. Chili-out
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Roll down ~e windows and skip the air conditioning. Auto air conditioners are now the major source of
CFCs emissions. There are an estimated 95 million
automobile car coolers in the U.S. alone. Each one
releases a pound of CFCs each time it is recharged. Air
conditioners also reduce gas mileage by up to 2.5 mpg.

Above - Wood and Canvas
Easy chair by Doxey.
Mahogany, natural, green
and white. $89.

Above - Hardwood Bunk
Bed complete with two safety
rails and ladder $429.
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288 Fore Street. 170 Park Street. High Street
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RICHARD, PARK~, GALLERY

All Aboard for a
Charter, Cruise, or Day Trip
on Maine's Finest Fleet
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DAYSAILS
from the Custom House
Wharf In Porlland

773-2163
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DEPARTS FROM FREEPORT
TOWN WHARF· 865-6112

For more information
about putting your ad here
call Maureen Magee at

10. Toss right

CascoBav

Used motor oil and batteries are toxic. Don't throw
them out with your trash or dump them in the yard.
Take them to a service center or special waste handler
for proper disposal.
~
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SoUd Canadian BIrch
Crafted by one of our best makers, this fine Canadian birch
~ats three adults comfortably and sleeps two. Just pull out ..
Side pegs and lower the back for a convenient bed.
All in stock, workmanship guaranteed.

M ....
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Choose from New England's largest in-stock selection of
convertible futon frames, futons and covers.
We carry no wood prodUC15 from raiQ forests.
Futon made specially for us by ~
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<', :1 Adult Pass·:

ATLANTIC SEAL CRUISES, INC.

9. Buy a slppper
Buy a car that gets at least 35 miles to the gallon
(mpg). The average model in the US. gets 27 mpg, but
some models, like the 58-mpg GEO Metro are more
than twice as efficient. Honda makes efficient cars that
are fun. Avoid gas-guzzIing extras like power windows, air conditioners and power steering. For a free
gas-mileage guide, write to EPA Public Affairs Office,
410 M St, PM211B, Washington IX 20460.
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ONE
STREET,

•

MANY

Camera In hand, a lone man
stands watch over the harbor
from the Eastern Promenade.
Dogs bark,. gulls squawk and
cars park by the water.

FACES
A

photo essay by
Tonee Harbert

111 Congress
A MunJoy Hili kkkball

player awaits the next
pitch. Behind him,
oblivious to the game,
the cheerleadlng squad
choreographs a new
maneuver. "Munloy Hillis
about kids," said one
cheerleader's mother.

Zero Congress Street

CONGRESS
STREET
CROSSROADS
Continued from frOllt pagt

The view from above
Jay Hibbard sees Congress Street from his office on the tenth
floor of 477 Congress Street. Hibbard is vice president of Intown
Port1and Exchange (IPE), an organization of local merchants. The
view of Congress Street from his swivel chair isn't of the
boarded up storefront of Owen Moore ok Co. or the other vacant
store windows that riddle downtown. Rather, the view is of the
tops of buildings and the roof of cars in the street. It's like
looking at an architect's blueprint.
Hibbard has unrolled plenty of blueprints on his desk in that
office in the past year. Some have been of the space Owen Moore
ok Co. left vacant a few years ago. Owen Moore's leaving came as
a blow to Congress Street then. The recent announcement by
Porteous, Mitchell &: Braun that it would leave Congress Street
came as a sharper blow still, because the 84-year-old store had
been perceived as a retail anchor that drew waves of shoppers.
Joining a national phenomena of big stores across the nation,
they packed up downtown locations for lower rent and easier
parking at a shopping mall.
Adding insult to injury, not only are there fewer big stores to
draw shoppers to the downtown area, but soon a lot of people
who work and shop there will be gone as well. In 1992, Blue
Cross and Blue Shield of Maine·willieave present headquarters
near the Cumberland County avic Center for new digs in South
Portland. When Blue Cross goes, so will 730 workers that added
sought-after foot traffic to Congress Street.

But the exodus and the likelihood that another big store won't
anchor downtown may not spell doom for Congress Street. "Another anchor on (Porteous') scale is a pipe dream," Hibbard said.
Instead, Hibbard is eyeing blueprints that reconfigure the vast
retail spaces of Owen Moore and Porteous into many smaller
stores. These "mini-malls... would provide more of an opportunity for small retail," Hibbard said. The plan could see the small
mall at the Carroll Reed space blossoming into the Owen Moore
and Porteous spaces.
Portland's leaders are thinking smaIl too.
"If a big anchor was the answer, Porteous wouldn't be
leaving," said Robert Ganley, the City Manager of Portland.
Ganley and other dty staff are hammering out a plan to draw
tenants into those little spaces by providing low-interest loans
and other finandal incentives.
Ganley and dly planners don't foresee another retail anchor
downtown. They are at work planning a convention center.
Tentatively planned for the site of soon-t~ne Blue Cross
headquarters, the convention center could draw masses of
conventioners to Portland. The assumption is that the conventioners will empty their wallets at Portland stores and fill
their faces at Portland restaurants. Optimistic projections have a
convention center drawing clumps of 10,000 people 40 times a
year.
But as Portland digs in to lure more people to the downtown
shopping district, what many perceive as traffic and parking
problems there can only grow worse.
The latest draft of Downtown Vision, the diy's report on the
face and future of downtown Portland, drives at the problem
this way: "Lessons from larger dties suggest that the almost
exclusive reliance on private automobiles and on-site parking
will lead to unacceptable levels of congestion as the City grows. ..
Air pollution and reduction in the overall quality of urban life
are foreseeable future consequences of our auto-dependent culture... Downtown Portland is and should be a superb pedestrian
environment. Port1and is a city for walking, a dty where you can
leave your car conveniently out of the way somewhere and you
can walk anywhere you need to go. This is Portland's strength."
With that "strength" in mind, some Portlanders have sug-

With that "strength" in mind, some Portlanders have suggested closing parts of Congress Street to automobile traffic to
preserve that "superb pedestrian environment."
But the same city staff that wrote about the integrity of the
envirorunent and the pedestrian in its Downtown Vision disagrees with the suggestion.
"I don't know if closing streets would work," said Ganley,
"It's an urban dty, I don't think it should be a park. There's
nothing wrong with people and congestion. That's what makes
cities what they are."
Virginia Hildreth, Port1and's Economic Development Director, agreed with her boss. She said that downtown Port1and
already has lost some businesses because parking is cheaper and
easier off the peninsula. "I'm out there trying to retain businesses," said Hildreth. She said that businesses deciding
whether to come to downtown as well as businesses pondering
leaving downtown place a high priority on driving and easy
parking before making the dedsion. "To restrict automobile
access is wrong."
But other dties are finding that doing nothing to put the
brakes on automobiles can be wrong as well. To encourage more
automobiles in a dty that wants to be pleasant and livable is to
leave the lid off the peanut butter for the cockroaches. Portland
itself saw the Franklin Arterial pave through the heart of an
Italian neighborhood. As cars keep multiplying, the parking
garages, the wider roads, the signs and traffic lights will have to
go somewhere, and they won't encroach on good retail spaces
but instead in the neighborhoods with the least resources to
stand in front of the accelerating car.
"We're a long way from saying we're going to tear down all
the houses," assures Hibbard.
But the way cars have been multiplying in the area is phenomenal. According to Downtown Vision, the number of
registered automobiles in Cumberland County increased from
128,000 in 1984 to 157,000 in 1988, an increase of 18 percent. And
the traffic motoring onto the peninsula increased 33 percent from
1977 to 1988.
Meanwhile, ridership on the METRO and South Portland Bus
services has dropped even more dramatically. While 3.6 million
people rode those bus lines in 1981, only 1.36 million rode them
in 1989,11 decrease of 62 percent in just eight years. And as the fares
they collect drop steadily, the bus companies suck up everhigher subsidization from dties to make up for their losses. In
1989, the dty of Portland gave METRO $1.35 million since its
receipts covered only about 37 percent of its costs.
George Terrien, a Portland architect who has done renderings
of indoor malls for IPE and Congress Street building owners,
acknowledged that businesses have left downtown because of
free and easier parking off the peninsula. But he said the dty
should construct satellite commuter lots off the peninsula and
dramatically improve Portland's public transportation. So far in
the Congress-Street debate, "it's quite clear that transportation
isn't given the priority," Terrien said. "Our insatiable quest for
mobility lives and we only can see it in terms of the automobile."
While the Downtown Vision document sees the problems of
Port1and's transportation policy on the horiwn, the staff behind
the document have been critidzed by Terrien and others as
being near-sighted, of strapping themselves in behind a car's
steering wheel and losing sight of the what's best for pedestrians
and what's best for the environment.

The view from the street
Paul1h1siani, owner of Paul's Intown Food Store in Congress
Square, looks at Congress Street through a store window that is
plastered with this week's food specials. More than the cabs that
idle in front of his store or the occasional delivery truck that
double-parks there, when Paul looks out at Congress Street he
sees people.
Paul doesn't look at Congress Street much differently than
he did when he bought the business in 1975.
And he doesn't look at the street much differently than he did
in 1980, when he dedded to convert office space above his store
into apartments.
"I was figuring the people would have to eat," said Paul,
wearing a white apron over a short sleeve green shirt that
sported Paul's logo. What the statement lacked in bookish savvy
it made up for with the small businessperson's understated and
practical understanding of economics.
There are more advantages to people living above the store
then selling them a gallon of milk now and then, Paul said. In a
downtown rich with residents, "it's not like everyone rolls up
the sidewalks at night. At eight, nine at night people still are
coming and going... Apartments give a downtown a 24-hour
presence."
More apartments above stores would endow Congress Street
with "people who have a vested interest" in it, Paul said. Bringing more of a neighborhood elernent to downtown could address some of the problems that Paul and other merchants
perceive there. They complain that people like to shop in the Old
Port because they are less likely to be panhandled or otherwise
hassled .~e: Some also complain that the dty is lax in cleaning
and mamtainmg downtown and providing other services.
But Paul said with an enhanced population base downtown,
residents could lobby City Hall to secure more dty services. The
Parkside and Munjoy Hill neighborhood assodations both have
been successful at taking the dty to task to make those neighborhoods safer and more livable. "Parkside has the attention of the
city," Paul said. '1f Ganley and (Portland Police Chief Michael)
Chitwood didn't decide to solve the problems down there,
they'd still be hollering." In contrast, Paul said his own voice has
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Monument Square
Two businessmen talk strategy as
they walk briskly across the square.

less resonance in aty Hall when he complains about the attractiveness and safety of the street. He said he gets little attention
from aty Hall because as a businessman he is suspected of
wanting change so he can make more money, not because he
genuinely cares about the integrity of the street.
The idea of increasing downtown's residential base has met
with only limited support from aty Hall and IPE. As Hibbard
put it, "residential is a great assodated use" but is not "a practical solution" right now. While he advocates cutting up the
ground floors of buildings like Owen Moore into smaller retail
spaces, he said that doing the same on upper floors for apartments wouldn't work. Inevitably some of those apartments
wouldn't even have windows, which can be OK for mall-style
retail stores but not OK in apartments, Hibbard said.
When Paul converted to apartments in 1980, Joe Gray was"the
Portland City Planner. Gray helped Paul secure state and federal
assistance for the conversion. Gray still is the city planner, but
he's far less encouraging about converting spaces above retail
stores to apartments than he was a decade ago. The money from
the state and the feds is not there anymore, Gray said. Moreover,
access to apartments in many of those buildings would be
difficult, as the entrances to the apartments virtually would have
to go through the retail space below.
While Paul's wish for more apartments downtown enjoys
little support from lPE or the dty, he is encouraged by the 115
apartments on nearby Cumberland Avenue which are due to
open in July. The apartments will put hundreds of people with
shopping needs a stone's throw from downtown.
Paul also is optimistic about new blood on Congress Street.
People with smaller businesses have ignored the hype of Congress Street being doomed and have taken advantages of rents
that are low compared to the Old Port. The stores include
Raffle's Cafe Bookstore, Global Village, Harding's Book Shop,
Sisters and Terra Firma.
Paul's view of the downtown situation from the street level
should not be discounted. It testifies to the importance of people
who don't just shop in an area but who live there and who care

542 Congress
Two women window
shop at 1.1. Newburys.
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Mall because they aren't hassled with cars," Akers said.
'''There's nothing wrong with Congress Street that an event
can't tum around," said Akers, who sees closing off a section of
Congress Street as only setting the stage for the event. Other
components include a host of attractions like musicians and
street performers. Ideally, the result would be a marketplace
with the energy and activity of Faneuil Hall.
Akers favors cutting off the traffic for marketing reasons
rather than environmental reasons: "If we generate that much
traffic to put up a parking garage, it will be well worth it."
Paul's desire to see more apartments doesn't fit in with Akers'
vision of creating an energized event on Congress Street. "People
don't want to look up on the second floor and see lace curtains,"
he said.
In all, Akers' vision of Congress Street is shaped by nostalgia
for the creativity and the wherewithal that made the Old Port
happen. He prides himself and other developers for making it
happen with little help from City Hall.
And, anticipating no support of his own downtown vision
from City Hall, he looks toward that Congress Street building
with doubt and contempt. '''They'll think we flipped our cork,"
said Akers. "But Bob Ganley has never been south of Berwick.
What does he know? He's a bean counter. He doesn't have the
time to travel around and be creative. Mr. Ganley will give you
about 20 minutes and then tell you they don't have the budget."

what I'm receptive to. I want people who have positive ideas.
There's no limit to what the city can do for participation. But I'm
not going to fund some hair-brained scheme."
"Is your goal to help downtown Portland or is it to line your
own pockets?" Ganley asked rhetorically. "In a down economy
I'm dealing with people that want to bailout on bad investments."
"I don't want to see the city fall flat on its ass," said Akers,
adding "I don't own anything up there."
Ganley doesn't want to see the city fail either. Sitting at a
conference table in his huge outer office in City Hall, he speaks
of being tired of fighting about Congress Street and the public
panic and confusion spurred by local media. Through an open
window came the sounds of seagulls, voices, cars idling and
accelerating, the occasional screech of busses drawing their
brakes.
'''There's a lot of soul here, you know," said Ganley, gesturing
toward the window. "Malls are soulless. Heaven help us if this
nation ever loses its cities, if we become a nation of malls."
"What is it we want to live in?" asked Terrien. "It's not just
the process of putting together buildings. It's taking the values of
the community and embodying them in the built environment."

The view from here

Andy Neumum views Congress Street with his fret on the ground.

'''That's a cheap shot," Ganley responded. "Frank Akers has
no dealings with the city and he doesn't know anything about

950 Congress

Continued from p<lge 9

Striking worken Tom
Bowie, Frank Demen and
Sam Webber walk the
picket line at the
Greyhound bus station.
"Downtown Is gone,"
said Demen. "They lost It
20 years agO when they
had the chance to stop
traffic and make It a
plaza. But the city
fathen wouldn't go for
It. They gave It all to the
banken."

about it. Not to incorporate some of Paul's vision into the overall
vision for downtown Portland is to be blind to the value of a
core of neighbors who can effect change.

The view on the drawing board
From architect George Terrien's Park Street office you have to
crane your neck to see Congress Street.
But to mention the Congress Street business district to Terrien
is to send him scrambling about the office for a fountain pen and
legal pad.
"We're stuck in a rut of the city no longer being the pedestrian
focus," he said, putting pen to paper. Terrien proceeded to
sketch a Congress Street that had more room for people and less
room for cars. The first two lines he drew represented where the
curbs of Congress Street presently exist The next two lines he
drew were far within the first two - a narrower street that
curved irregularly. In the pockets of open space between old
road and new, Terrien sketched cafes, patios and small parks.
There was a certain excitement watching the man sketching, a
certain boyishness that dwelled in poSSibility. The cafes could be
glassed in in the winter, he said, looking up from the legal pad.
Glassed-in walkways could cross over the street from store to
store. After all, it would be a winter city, Terrien said.
But where would all the cars go?
"Portland can be a civic, urbane place that has quality," said
Terrien. "Do we want that or do we want continued de facto
decisions to affect our base?" Terrien envisions a Congress Street

with no commercial vehicles where Paul Trusiani and other
retailers take their deliveries from big trucks only during offpeak hours. He also has advocated limiting the Portland peninsula to automobiles, and has even suggested imposing monthly
rents to drivers to discourage the traffic.
Terrien thinks that a trolley or light rail whizzing quietly and
efficiently through Portland is not a fairy tale solution to the
parking and congestion in Portland but a genuinely good thing.
'''The subsidy per mile for a car is enormous. If we subsidized an
inter-modal light rail we'd be far better off. And we'd have a far
better quality of life." Terrien contrasts Hibbard, who at the
suggestion of a light rail for Portland qUips that maybe someone
should call up Disneyland to see how much they cost.
Like city planners and IPE, Terrien favors a convention center
for Portland. City planners cling to projections that most conventioners will arrive by air and not create parking crises.
Terrien sees satellite lots off the peninsula connected to the city
by a trolley or rail as an easier, pleasant way to get into town.
'''They can't even fill up a smelly diesel bus, but they run them
up and down Congress Street," complained Frank Akers, a local
developer who pioneered the reawakening of the Old Port in the
early '70s.
Akers and his partner, Bruce Lewis, have recently stomped
around downtown Portland with members of the Rouse Corporation. Rouse has developed marketplaces across the country,
including Faneuil Hall Marketplace in Boston.
The plan that Rouse has sold Akers and Lewis on is closing
off a section of downtown Congress Street not only to "smelly
diesel busses" but to all motor traffic. "People go to the Maine

TorIU Harbert t>iews everything at an odd angle.
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BIKE FORA
BETTER PORTLAND
15 Bicycles can be parked
in the space required for 1 car
538 Congress Street
Rare and Used Books
Maps and Prints
Bought & Sold
Highest Prices Paid
Search Service
Tax & Insurance Appraisals
Singi' It. me or Ilrge collectlone want.d
BROWSERS

ALWAYS WELCOME
10 .m to 5 :30 pm Mon.-S.t.
Member

Anliquorton _

......... Auoclallon 01 Amertco

761-2150

S38 Congress St.

646-8785

Route 1. Well.

Maine Mall Road
At the far end of
Congress Street lies
South Portland, and the
lucrative retail district
that surrounds the
Maine Mall.
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Three proven alternatives to the automobile addiction

VIEWS:

Ferries: a relaxing and genteel bacchanalia
As I approach the Franklin Street exit at 74 mph I
encounter a train of commuters entering the highway
from Forest Ave., an almost solid wall of cars driven
by tired, pokey, irritable people who would sell their
grandmothers to brothels rather than let me in. I pull
up to a tiny break in the motorcade, a flickering of
daylight between a Saab and an Acura, flip on my turn
signal, honk my hom, close my eyes and spin the
wheel.
When I open my eyes again, I am still alive and the
man in the Acura is leaning on his hom. His mouth is
working hideously, forming obscenities I haven't
heard in years. Though the windows of both vehicles
are closed, I can hear him distinctly above the hom, the
highway and the beating of my heart. In my rear view
mirror I see that the spittle from his splenetiC oration is
actually beginning to cover the inside of his windshield. He doesn't like me. C'est fa guerre.
Once on Franklin Street, I jockey for position with
the other drivers, most of whom are not necessarily
going anywhere in the strictest sense of the word. As
they watch the traffic light tum a deeper shade of
green - the one that really says go, not the one they
initially see - I find that I am straining to communicate
with them telepathically: I must make the ferry. It leaves
very soon. Please get out of the way.
After running a couple of red lights and grazing a
few pedestrians, I am finally at that blessed spot where
Franklin crosses Commercial Street I enter the Casco
Bay Lines garage, race up through the levels like a rat
in a barber-pole maze and - whattayaknow - find a
parking space just above the clouds. I park, run down

the stairs and somehow manage to put my weight on
the Island Holiday's gangplank just as the deck hands
haul it in.
Once on board I exhale, a thing that I might not
have done in earnest all day. I take a deep breath and
let the sea air massage the tattered kinks from my
brain. I have arrived, I have made it, and as I look
around I see that many of my compatriots have made
it also.
On most days, when the rain lets up enough so that
you can see the end of your nose, a genteel bacchanalia
unfolds on the top deck. Frosted bottles emerge from
rucksacks and baked goods are passed around like so
many blessings. People loosen their ties, let down their
hair and congratulate each other on having once again
made the boat.
As the ferry pulls away from the pier, we break up
into little societal clusters, strange birds more-or-Iess
flocking together to renew old ties and compare notes.
I join my cronies just behind the wheelhouse, who
are still thrashing out an argument that started on the
morning commute concerning the relative merits of
murder versus mere dismemberment. It's a worthy
subject, one dear to those who commute by autombile
to work everyday.
I wonder, then and there, swaying back and forth
on the deck of the ferry, whether or not we would all
be different people if we didn't have to drive to work
every day, if we didn't have to fight like rabid shrews
for a piece of concrete morning, noon and night. Then I
think, Zoot Alors, I have my answer - because we are
different people. When we get out of our cars - our

An immodest proposal for Congress Street, the Casco Bay region, and the world:

possessions, our rolling palaces - to board the ferry,
we leave our selfish little worlds and enter a place with
other people in it, people with names and faces, people
who are not just max head shots above license plates
but whole persons with ideas and opinions. I may not
always like those ideas, I may loath those opinions, but
I have time to hear them and think about them.
Some of the people around me were undoubtedly
fellow travelers on the road to the boat, people I had
cursed, people who had cursed me. The reason we no
longer curse each other is that we are in it (on it)
together, fellow travelers indeed, fellow sufferers and
pilgrims on our way home. In our cars we are duelists,
we are competitors and enemies. On the boat we are
conversationalists, we are friends and benign acquaintances.
There's a joke that circulates once a year or so,
usually around April Fool's day, about a proposal to
link the islands and the mainland with a mammoth
bridge, something like the bridge that links the Horida
Keys. I have a counter proposal, one that makes more
sense. Let's rip up the roads and lay in a system of
canals. I would like to see a fleet of gondolas tied up in
front of the Maine Mall. I would like to board the ferry
at Peaks and disembark at my place of business.
And, as long as I'm making out a wish list, I would
like to troll for salmon down Congress St. while
watching the sun rise on the Venice of Maine. I would
never drive again; I could use my car to store fishing
gear. And we would all be much happier:
W.D.Cultip

Bicycles: winning the war for the road
Sometimes cars seem like the only gig in town and
getting around without one is like trying to survive in
a cruel world of smelly and loud but heavily-insured
enemies. If you think I'm being severe, try biking out
Forest Avenue during the afternoon rush hour.
Before you know it, you'll be fighting for the right
of way at the intersection of Route 295. Cars getting on
and off there forget that they have to yield to things
like bikes, pedestrians, horses and other slow things
excluded the highway. Then there's Woodfords
Comer, a bad dream for commuters, but a nightmare
for bicyclists. I know one person who closes her eyes
and hopes to bike through alive. I prefer to wait until
some sympathetic motorist yields and lets me pass.
It won't be long before someone damages a car on
the railroad tracks just after Ocean Avenue. Maybe
then the city will repair the road. As it is, you would
need Mack truck tires on your bike to ride over these
crevices.
But why bother getting around on a bike? Because
bikes make sense and cars don't. In some large cities
like Mexico City, Athens and Budapest, temporary
driving bans are called to avert public health crises.
That's pretty bad. And although drivers in Portland's
comer of the Earth may fancy themselves sufficiently
removed from these public health hazards, they still
drive far too much. Who thinks twice about hopping
in a car and driving from the West End to Woodfords
Comer? According to World watch Institute's "The

Bicycle: Vehicle for a Small Planet," half of all car trips
in the U.s. are under five miles.
Portland is a small city. lhere isn't far to go to get
anywhere. Portland isn't plagued by many bridges
and tunnels, although some of its bridges could be
better designed for bikes. Baxter Boulevard is a great
detour for Forest A venue and the only way to outer
Washington Street. Tukey's Bridge, which has made
accommodations for walkers and joggers, doesn't
accommodate bicyclists well.
Bikes are better than public transportation for short
trips; you can come and go as you please. Although
few places provide bike racks for their patrons - Good
Day Market, City Hall and The Whole Grocer are
notable exceptions - you can lock your bike up to
almost anything without fearing a ticket. (Unfortunately, this is more difficult off the peninsula, where
there are no bike racks, parking meters or even parking signs.)
Portland could do better. It's potentially a great bike
city. But bicyclists need bike lanes and wide shoulders
on the roads to help them negotiate city traffic. Downtown Portland offers neither. Bicyclists need to lobby
for public policy to make it easier and safer to get
around on a bike.
Local groups can be the most effective in prodding
public officials to improve conditions for people who
want to get around on a bike. Portland doesn't have a
group with the expressed purpose of advocating for

bicyclists, but the 200-member Casco Bay Bicycle Club
has pressured public officials to consider bicycles in
public planning on a case-by-case basis. The club was
active in persuading planners to include a bike lane in
the plans for the new bridge between Portland and
South Portland. Club president Keith Citrine wants to
see the club take a more active role in implementing
public policy and working to increase the number of
people who chose to bike instead of drive.
But public policy isn't the only way to win the road.
If you choose to ride instead of drive, stake out your
territory. Bicyclists and pedestrians should work
together to frustrate the enemy when it refuses to
yield. Always take the right of way when you have it. If
a driver is particularly impatient to get some short
distance quickly, move at a snail's pace. Don't let cars
bully you. Cars always get where they're going a lot
faster than you and they can wait an extra 15 seconds
before leaving a trail of carbon dioxide for you to
inhale.
• There's is a lot of good information on bikes and
public policy in the Worldwatch Paper "The Bicycle:
Vehicle for a Small Planet." To obtain a copy, send $4
to Worldwatch Institute, 1776 Massachusetts Avenue,
N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036.
• If you're interested in working on a local level,
you can get in touch with the Casco Bay Bicycle Club
via the Outdoor Trip Hotline at 774-1118.
Ann Silomel'

Trolleys: when getting around was fun
"I love to think back on the electric car days," said
82-year-old South Portland resident Rosella Loveitt,
her fragile voice rising with enthusiasm. "0h those
were the glorious days." She reminisced on Sunday
afternoon trips to Old Orchard Beach and day visits to
Cape Cottage. "They used open cars in the summer,"
she said. "I used to love to get an end seat on an open
car."
Rosella saw both the heyday and the end of "the
electric car days." For 45 years, from 1895 to 1940, the
electric powered trolley system dominated southern
Maine, linking southern points such as Old Orchard
Beach and Saco to downtown Portland and points as
far north as Waterville. Rosella said the trolley kept a
good schedule, making stops more frequently than its
modem day replacement, the bus. "The trolley went
by my house probably every 20 minutes," she said.
"We used to ride the trolley downtown to do shopping." Giggling, she recalled the five cent fare she
would pay the conductor at the end of run.
The original trolley system in Portland began in
October 1863 with 20-seat cars drawn by a single
horse. The horse drawn system experienced immediate

success, carrying over 27,000 passengers in the first
month, according to the Portland City guide. In
February 1889, the Maine Legislature authorized the
Portland Railroad Company to operate its trolley lines
electrically in Portland, Deering, Westbrook and Cape
Elizabeth. In October 1891, the first electrified line
began operation from Monument Square to Deering
Junction and by October 1895, electric power had
replaced horses throughout the city of Portland. Three
years later, a line to Yarmouth, meeting connections to
Carston, Brunswick, Bath, Lewiston and Waterville,
opened, followed by a southern line to Saco. By 1909,
107 miles of tracks were available for use by 245 trolley
cars. In 1912, Cumberland County Power and Light
Company leased the system from Portland Railroad
and eventually the system was entirely bought out by
Central Maine Power.
"The trolley lines were killed by automobiles," said
University of Southern Maine History Professor Joel
Eastman. He estimated that the rise of the automobile
caused an 80 percent drop in trolley passengers
between 1920 and 1930. "The coming of the automobile offered individualized transportation which, to all

Americans, was very appealing." He added that the
demise of the trOlley system was due, to some degree,
to state and federal policies which endorsed and
subsidized building roads and highways for automobile use.
The trolley system felt such a great financial loss
when trolley traffic plummeted that it was forced to
close down in the summer of 1940.
"It was a matter of dollars and cents," said Maurice
Gorham, an employee at the Seashore Trolley Museum
in Kennebunkport and self-professed "rail fan."
"It got to the point where it just wasn't feasible,"
Gorham said. 'The independence that individuals feel
with the automobile is what got them away from
public transportation." Eastman agreed and said that
almost all forms of transportation felt the impact of the
automobile.
On July 21, 1940 Rosella and a group of friends rode
the trolley on its last trip, travelling from Willard
Square to Monument Square. Though sad to see the
ruin of the electric car days, she accepts it matter-offaet1y. ''Well of course, automobiles were becoming
more frequent and took over in place of trolleys."
Deborah Fuller

Take transportation policy back to the future
It's no coincidence that Los Angeles, the city that
flaunts its addiction to the automobile, is also the city
facing a court order to clean up its act. The L.A. basin
is now the nation's largest manufacturing center, but
because it's spread out across a thousand square miles,
it's an economy that's completely dependent on cars.
And because the air is too dirty to breathe on two out
of every three summer days, it's an economy that must
learn to live without those cars. The predicament is
perhaps the most difficult urban planning problem in
the world.
We at Casco Bay Weekly don't want Greater
Portland to become another L.A. Or another Route 128.
Or even another Route 1 boardwalk, like so much of
York County.
So it's no coincidence that we're writing about
transportation policy and Congress Street in the same
issue. The two issues are the same. The 500 block of
Congress Street is not the problem it's been called in
the daily papers. It's a symptom of downtown
Portland's failed transportation policy.
Any "solution" proposed for Congress Street that
does not include a long-range strategy for regional
mass transportation will fail- one way or another.
Sprucing up Congress Street and financing new
businesses there may succeed in filling empty storefronts - but will it also succeed in attracting another
thousand cars to the peninsula. And if everyone has to
drive to town every day, Portland will soon face the
same predicament as Los Angeles.
Worse still, a downtown plan that does not consider
commuter needs could easily tum Westbrook and
Gorham into ghettos. Look at what's happened to
Riverton.
But a comprehensive transit system could make
downtown Portland the focal point of a region economically-independent cities and towns. What's more,
such a transit system would attract national and
international attention as a model of ecologically and
socially responsible transportation. That sort of
reputation would be appropriate for Portland, a city
who's motto is "Resurgam," meaning, "I will rise
again."
Now is the time for Portland to rise to this opportunity. Here are five steps that we at Casco Bay Weekly
consider firm footing for a cleaner, Greener Portland:

1. Pay the real costs of driving
Our addiction to the automobile is expensive, not
only at the gas pump, but on every avenue of our lives.
Public policy and individual choices must be aimed at
providing the most mobility at the lowest public cost,
rather than at the cheapest immediate route.
For example, a commuter who rides public transit
to work provides direct benefits in improved traffic
flow, less pollution, reduced oil consumption and
higher transit revenues. These benefits are shared by
everyone, not just the commuter. So it is appropriate
for that public transit to be subsidized by everyone,
provided the subsidy is not greater than the cost of
those benefits.
The problem arises when policy makers compare
options that do not count all the expenses incurred by
automobiles. In this way, Portland's well-intentioned
decision makers have made several short-sighted
choices that must be changed:
• Portland should repeal its policy of requiring new
construction to accommodate large doses of parking. It
could take a lesson from Boston, a city ravaged by cars,
which does just the opposite by requiring new COl)struction not to create more parking. Much of
Portland's parking has been built by knocking down
older buildings, which contained affordable housing.
It's a vicious cycle: cars displace people downtown, so
the people must move to the suburbs, where their lives
become more dependent on cars.
• Portland should pass laws that discourage employers from providing free parking for their employees. If employers want to subsidize their workers, give
them cash instead. Those employees who want to
spend it on a parking space may do so. Those who
want to pocket some of it will car pool. And those who
have better things to do with their money will walk,
pedal their bicycles or use public transportation.
• And the cities and towns of Greater Portland
should take a hard look at MEfRO. The buses are
clean, comfortable - and empty. Ridership of
Portland's METRO and the South Portland Bus service

anyway, show them your feelings directly. There's no
reason you have to drive at 70 miles per hour just
'cause everyone else does. With two cars, side by side,
you could effectively slow the whole 'Turnpike down
to 45 miles per hour or less. It would be safe, legal, fuel
efficient, less polluting - and maybe then the MTA
would listen to the people of Maine.
Write the BEP at: State of Maine, Department of
Environmental Protection, State House Station #17,
Augusta, ME 04333. Or contact the Natural Resources
Council of Maine at 622-3101.

4. Build a railroad to Portland
For only $30 million -less than two-tenths of what
you're not going to spend on the Maine Turnpike Maine should re-establish passenger rail service
Portlilrtd Railway trolly. Plwto courtesy of David Turner.
between Portland and Boston.
Railroads are the logical next step for Southern
has dropped 62 percent in just 8 years. Something is
Maine's transportation needs. A rail line would be
seriously wrong. But until Greater Portland's commucheaper, better for the environment and would help
nity leaders take public transit seriously, why should
the region mature past its automobile dependency.
riders?
Wayne Davis, President of TrainRiders Northeast,
Ask your city or town hall. (Portland is 874-8300.)
foresees the issue going on the ballot in November,
2. Make transit a campaign issue
1991. "Put subsidies into trains," said Wayne Davis,
head of a citizens group calling itself TrainRiders
The conceptualization, funding and construction of
Northeast, "and you won't have to widen roads."
regional mass-transportation for Southern Maine
Like banning smoking from public places, city
should be the central issue for this year's Congressional
support of a group of TrainRiders Northeast would
and Senate campaigns.
have sounded kooky a few years ago. But the Portland
Railroads and bus systems generate good jobs,
City Council recently voted unanimously to hop on
protect the environment and can sustain themselves
the railroad bandwagon.
financially - but they require huge amounts of capital
You can get on track by calling TrainRiders Northto get rolling. Only Washington can raise that kind of
east at 879-7245.
capital.
Senator Bill Cohen and Democratic challenger Neil
5. Build a new streetcar system
Rolde both pay lip service to transportation policy. On
Portland once had an excellent trolley system,
the House side, Republican candidate Dave Emery and
pictured above and described at left. Now is the time
Democrat Tom Andrews have each have told Casco
to rebuild it.
Bay Weekly that they are interested in developing
This would not be a nostalgic tourist trap, but a
transportation alternatives for Maine's 1st Congrescost-effective alternative for commuters and recreasional District. But neither have put any ideas on the
tional travelers. A light rail line, run on electric power
road for this campaign.
You can change that. When you see them campaign- and run to the right places, would bring people - not
ing, tell them you want cost-effective and ecologically- cars - between the cities, towns and neighborhoods of
Greater Portland.
sound transportation options. If you can't think of
As Tonee Harbert's photo essay, "One street, many
what to say, just hand them this newspaper. And
faces" illustrates, Congress Street links the diverse
when you don't see them on the streets, write to them:
neighborhoods of Portland. It could become the heart
Sen. William Cohen, 10 Moulton St., Portland, ME.
of a light rail line district.
Call 780-3575. Neil Rolde, Box 1179, Portland, ME
A small commuter line could start at a terminal in
04104. Call 774-1988. David Emery, 482 Congress St.,
Portland, ME 04101. Call 772-1696. And Tom Andrews, the northern suburbs, perhaps in Freeport or at the
P.O. Box 4400, Station A, Portland, ME 04101. Call 774- Falmouth Shopping Center. Both have large parking
lots, and both are convenient to Route 1 and 1-95. The
7006.
train could then run south to Portland, cross the
3. Oppose widening the Turnpike
existing railroad bridge by the B&M Bean plant, and
curve along the Eastern Prom.
The Maine Turnpike Authority (MTA) plans to
From there it would proceed through downtown on
borrow $162 million to widen Interstate 95 to six lanes
Congress
Street, which could be blocked off to cars for
between Scarborough and Wells. This would worsen
a
few
central
blocks. At the other end of town, perhaps
Maine's automobile addiction and to contribute
the present Greyhound station, the
somewhere
near
toward making the region a large bedroom commutrain
could
connect
with cabs, local busses, and the rail
nity for Boston.
to
Boston.
From
there, it would head out to
line
The MTA whizzed its plan past a Maine Legislature
where
it
could connect with busses to
Stroud
water,
that was asleep at the wheel last year. Now all that
Windham
and Gorham - and with the
Westbrook,
stands between the bulldozers is approval from state
regulators and a permit from the Maine Board of Envi- Portland International Jetport.
The line could terminate near the Maine Mall,
ronmental Protection (BEP). The BEP board is expected
which, like the terminal to the north, already has
to decide later this summer.
parking for passengers headed in to Portland from the
Currently letters to the BEP are running four to one
suburbs.
against the MT A plan - with many of those in favor
This proposal is thrown out merely to. get the idea
coming from industry groups or contractors angling
rolling. There's'a lot of room. a lot of reason and a lot
for the business. Keep those cards and letters flowing,
folks!- Don't let the MTA spend your money building a of time to consider alternate routes. The imponant
thing is, that we start considering them.
highway that Maine doesn't want and doesn't need.
To have your considerations heard, attend the
And if the MTA is allowed to start construction
hearings on the city's Downtown Vision plan. Public
workshops on the plan will be conducted by the
Portland Planning Board on July 10 at 3:30 p.m. and
July 31 at 3:30 p.m. After those public hearings, the
Planning Board will hand the plan over to the Portland
You've read Casco Bay Weekly's Ideas for
City Council, which will schedule two public hearings
a Greener Portland. We'd like to read
this summer.

Send CBW your ideas

youn. Send us your Ideas about
transporUtlon, Congress Street and
other ways to Improve the livability of
downtown, In JOO words or less, and
we'll reprint them In future Issues. Mall
your Ideas to: VIEWS, Casco Bay Weeki"
198 Clark St.. Portland, ME 04102.
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• Looking backward: In the
architecture, literature and art of
a century ago, Amerioans were
looking backward to a simpler
time. In architecture, tbe colOnial
revival bolTowed elements from
17th and 18th century buildings.
Many buildings in this style
were built by Maine jltchltect
John Calvin Stevens in Saco. The '
York Institute Museum is offering a series of lectures and tours
on the historic architecture of
Saco, which begins with a slide
lecture by Earle S~eworth
today at 7:30 p.m. at the pyer
Ubrary of the York Institute, 371
Main St, Saco. The lecture is free
and open to the pubic. For more
infolTn8tion, call 282-3031.
• Dirty pictures: '~rthworks:
A Garden of History" is an art
installation of objects sculpted
into the earth, using materials
found on-site such as soil,
glacial boulders and driftwood.
Maine Audl.\bon Society is
hosting a slide show and a field
trip to Clinton to view the installation. The sljde show is tonight
at 7 p.m. at Maine Audubon's
Gilsland Farm Sanctuary, 118
Route I, Falmouth. The field trip
meets in Clinton on Siiturd(lY at
3 p.m. Cost for both the~w
and trip is $16. The slide show
alone is $4. For more iniolTn8non, call Maine Audubon at 7812330.
• Theseus and Hippolyta in
Spandex? Shakespeare's comedy, "A Midsummer Night's
Dream," wakes up in the 20th
century. The Theater Project
production opens in modernday Athens and takes the four
star-crossed lovers into a
mysterious and magical forest

where they lose all control. The
production opens tonight and
continues through July 14 at The
Theater Project, 14 School St.,
Brunswick. Performances are
Thursday at 7 porn., Friday Ilt 8
p.m. and Saturday at 4 and 8
p.m. For ticket infolTn8tion, call
729-8584.

bands from all over Maine, play~
ing Hall's marches as well as a
variety .of other music. Hall, a
coronet pJayer and band leader,
was a contemporary of John
Philip Sousa and the Jast Saturday ofJune has been declared
his day. The celebration begins
at 9 a.m~ aI\d continues I.\l\ti18:30
p.m. lf it rains, fJie music moves
to Mahoney Middle School
across ~ street. 'I)le celebration
is free and open to the public.
For moreinformation, call799~

7996.
• Seaing things: The Gulf of
Maine Aquarium is offering
another Low Tide Walks at
Kettle Cove off Route 77 in Cape
E1izabetp. The walk begins at
lQ-.;30 a.m. It's free for Aquarimn
members and $3 far nonmembers, Reservations are .
needed. For more iniolTn8tion,
call 772-2321.
• Blues revue: Pinetop Perkins
and Uttle Mike and the Toma·
does are back. (Unfortunately,
Hubert Sumlin canceled.) Their
fabulous gig at USM last winter
brol.\ght people ou~ of the
bleachers and onto the dance
floor. Pinetop has worked the 88
keys for a long time, playing
with Muddy Waters' band and
leading his own group. The
show begins at 9 p.m. at Raoul's,
865 Forest Ave., Portland. For
more information, call 773-6886.

• MaTching music at Mill Creek:
The 10th anniversary of the
Casco Bay Concert Band and a
celebration of Maine composer
Robert Brown Hall take to the
gazebo at Mill Creek Park in
South Portland. The all-day
concert featl.\res commllnity

• Celebratfon.o£ good eating:The West End's Good Day
Matket celebrates the 20-year
anniversary of the cooperative
market and ttie ~vironmentaJ,
political and health pbilosophies
on which it was fOl.\l\ded. The
festival kicks off at 1 p.m. in
Reiche School playground on
Brackett Street with performances, edl.\cational booths,
cooking demonstrations and
food sampling. A whole grain
pasta dinner gets cooking at 4:.30
p .m. followed. by a contra dance
with the band Shenanigans from
6-8 p.m. at Williston West
Church, 32 Thomas St., Portland. AU events are free and
open to the public, but the
dinner costs $5 for adults and $2
for kids I.\l\der 16. For more
infolTn8tion, call 772-4937.

Concerto at 7:30 p.m. in Kresge
Auditorium, Bowdoin College,
Brunswick. For more information, call 725-3895.

• The beat goes on, if you let it:
A jam for all fnterest«t musicians takes place tonight at
R;toul's, 865 Forest Ave., Portland. Bring rhythm, guitar, bass
and horns and blow your brains
out Jamming begins at 8 p.tn.
It's free and open to all ages. For
more information, call 773-6886.

roncertis

• Superman at Fort Williams:
The Portland Symphony Orchestra blows its hom at the first
sl.\mmer concerts at Fort Williams Park in Cape Elizabeth.
"Independence Pops" features
John Williams' "SupelTn8n
Suite," as well as music from "A
Chorus Line" and pieces by
Gliere, Chopin, Dvorak and
Brahms. The Fiv~ylinder Jazz
Band plays when the gates open
at 6 p.m. The pops concert
begins at 7:30 p.m. Fireworks
conclude the show, accompanied, of course, by Sousa's
"Stars and Stripes Forever."
Tickets
are $11 general admis• Sl.\l\days in the Port: Minision, $9 for students and seniors
festivals are what you'll find
every Sunday through Aug. 5 on and $28 for a family with at least
one adult. If it rains, the concert
Lower Exchange Street. Local
moves to Portland City Hall Aufood vendors, musicians and
ditorium.
For more information,
performers take to the street
773-8191call
fromnoon-5 p.m. Today's
performers include Jack Honen
• The VCR ate it: We intended
on clarinet from 12-1 p.m., Casco to let you know all about the
Bay Cloggers from 1-2:30 p.m.,
first of the PBS docl.Iffientary
visual comedienne Sheila Curtis series P.O.V., a celebration of
from 1-3 p.rn. and acoustic
American independent
filmmalcers, which aired Tuesgroup Devonsql.\are takes the
day .on channels 10 and 26. But
stage at 2:30 p.m. For more
information, call Intown Portthe VCR ate the tape of
"Through The Wire." Really.
land Exchange at 772-6828.
The second in the series, "Meta• Maybe it was the roses: The
Maine Rose Society shows off its morphosis: Man Into Woman,"
petals at the 28th annual Rose
is just as compelling. The movie
Show from 1:30-4 p.m . at Chevfollows the life of Gary, an
erus High School, Ocean Ave.,
animation artist and transsexual,
Portland. Admission is free and
as he prepares phYSically and
. emotionally for sex reassignthe roses on exhibit will be
petaled at the end of the day.
ment su~. "Metamorphosisu
airs tonight and the series
• Beethoven at Bowdoin: The
continues Tuesday evenings at
Bowdoin Summer Musk
10 p.m. through Sep. 11. Other
Festival continues. Student
perfOlTn8nces are free and given subjects include bible salestnen,
each Sunday and Tuesday night police chiefs and an Americanduring the course.of the festival. born teenager who has lived in a
Tonight Jeilrtifer Koh, a 14-year- Tibetan Buddhist monastery
since he was four.
old student from Chicago,
performs Beethoven's Violin l.-. ___._. __ ~_,.. ~~.~_~~~__

part of the IPE Noontime
Performance Series held weekdays during the. SlImmer. This

• Snap, crackle, pop and boom:
Pyrotechnics is the attraction
tonight. Portland's main event is
off the Eastern Prom. Leave
your car at home if you can;
you'll have a lot more fun if
you're not worrying about
parking. Chandler's Band begins
to play at the gazebo in Fort
Allen Park on the Prom at 7:30
p.m. The concert is followed by
a gala fireworks display at 9: 15
p.m.
• Fast car: Tracy Chapman
drives to the beach for a perfOlTn8nce at 7 p.m. at the Seashore Performing Arts Center in
Old Orchard Beach. Tickets are
$17.50/$18.50, available at the
SeaPAC box office, Ticketron
and in Portland at the Ovic
Center box office. For more
information,caJl934-1731.

• Cure for the Independence
Day blues: Jeff Aumuller &:
Friends liven up the postholiday ll.\l\ch hour. Jeff plays
the five-string banjo and guitar
and he's accompanied by a band
of fiddle, bass and percussioJt.
Jeff and the band play songs
about the sea and far away
places from noon t.o 1:15 p.m. in
Congress Square, Portland. The

years noontime performances
offer lots of different acts,
including hip-hop, klezmer and
boogie woogie. see CONCERT
listings (or other lPE performances.
• Black flies and real estate developers: "Y01.\ Still Can't Get
There From Here/' according to
the Mad Horse Theatre Companyensemble. The company
presents a revival of the 1989
musical comedy revue about life
in Maine Performances continue
throllgh Aug. 26 ThursdaySaturday at 8 p.m., Sunday at 7
p.m. at Mad Horse Theatre, 955
Forest Ave., Portland. Tickets
are $13/$15. For rnoreinformation, call 797-3338.

• Pictures and facts about
sl<lCks: The Portland Public
Ubrary looks at public libraries
in an exhibit "Public Ubraries A Maine Portrait" Photographer John K. Jones of Portland
documents Maine's public
libraries with pictl.\res and
words. The exhibit features
Cibachrome photographs of
Maine public libraries, which
date back to 1751. The libraries
reflect the different communities
they serve and come in a Wide
range of styles ~ J;3eaux Arts,
French Chateauesque, Queen
Anne and Gothic. Among Maine.
libraries, 61 are on the National
Register ofHistoric Places or are
in historic. districts, 22 are

"Carnegie Ubraries," funded by p.m. and Sunday 1-4 p.m.
through Sep. 15. Admission is $3
donations from philanthropist
for adults and $1 for children
Andrew Carnegie and 25 are
situated on islands. The exhibit under 12. For more imonnation,
call 774-9781.
is accompanied by historical
• Township jive: Mahlathini &:
and archifectural notes. The
the Mahotella Queens play
exhibit continues through
Aug. 17 at the Portland
lively Afropop from Johannesburg at 8 p.m. at the Portland
Public Library, Five MonuPerforming Arts Center, 25A
meJ:\t Square, Portland.
Ubrary hours are Monday, Forest Ave., Portland.
Mahlathini, a.k.a. the Lion of
Wednesday and Friday 9
a.m .-6 p.m., Tuesday and
Soweto, and the Mahotella
Thutsday 12-9 p.m., SatQueens play mbaqanga music
(which translated means
urday 9 a.m.-5 p.m. For
"stew"), combining traditional
more information, call
87H700.
rhythms, street music and
• Slash music: Selfinternational pop. Tickets are
proclaimed slash
$13, available at Amadeus Music
'musician (i.e. folk/
and Gallery Music in Portland.
For more iniolTn8tion, call 774" rock, country lpop,
singer lsongwriter)
0465.
Cheryl Wheeler
' ..
rolls into Portland
'.;
to promote her first
major label release
"Circle and Arrowl!/' (that's
not "Circlesl Arrows").
Showtime is 8 p.m. at the First
Parish Church, 425 Congress St., ..
Portland. Tickets are $8 in
advance, available at Record Exchange in Portland. all Strawbenies locations and MacBean's
Music in Brunswick. Tickets are
$10 at the door. For more information, call77J..QOS.

• Garden,gawking: Private
gardens are usually seen
through holes in the shrubbery, . ,
but today eight private and
public gardens will be open for
the Freeport in Bloom Garden
Tour. The annual tour is today,
rain or shine, 10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Tickets for the tour are $12
and may be purchased at the '
Freeport Historical Society,
45 Main St., Freeport, or at
the gardens on the day of
the event. For more information, call 865-3170.
• Garden teas: Tate
House opened to the
public this week with
two special interest
tours for visitors. The
house, built in 1755
for Captain George
Tate, offers an
Architectural Tour
each Saturday, 1-4
p.m. and a "Tea
andGardep
Tour" each
Wednesday,24p,m. Tate
House is located at
1270 Westbrook St. (at Congress
Street), Portland. Hours are
Tuesday-Saturday 10 a.rnA

•••••••••• •••••

DISAGREE?

M

AINE STATE
USIC THEATRE

Located on Beautiful
Bo wdoin College Camp...
Bran.wick, Maine

(;I1~L:
•

: ME ANI) MY
.July10·July29
"Expecllranscendence. nothing less"
- Village Vrjce

Saturday, July 7, 8:00 PM
Portland Performing Arts Center
25A Forest Ave.
Tickets: $13 Call 774-D465

36 MARKET ST. • PORTLAND • 773-450

Also <J\'OikDle at Amadeus IJW:;
&GdIery IJW:; J'l"O"IIfIII
with support from: ~
.Y'OlI.lIItJ'f
ALL

•

Sponoored by,

South Africa's Super Group

W;Ol'lflO/l.15"1~
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Casco Bay Weekly
187 Clark Street
Portland, ME 04102

T HE MERRY WIDOW
ope RA July 31

'lUes. - Sal. 8,00 p.m.
Wed., Fri., Sun. 2,00 p .m.

725-8769~
••• •••••••••

OFFERING BREAKFAST a WNW
Monday . Friday 7am4pm

Featuring New Vegetarian
Specials and Old Favorites
772-0702 • 591 Congress St.
across from Portland Museum ofArt

-carry or Ta,TV--

TICKEts:
$8.00
IN ADVANCE

CBW LISTINGS

K. Barry Jazz at cafe no

Available at
Record Exchange.
Portland.
MacBeans.
Brunswick,
All Strawberries

$10.00
AT THE DOOR

CHERYL WHEELER
IN CONCERT

FRIDAY; JULY 6 8:00PM
FIRST PARISH CHURCH
425 CONGRESS ST. PORnAND

SPECW, BUEST: BROOIS WIIIAIIS

Information &
ReseMtions:

207-n3-6205
Celebrate the
release of Cheryl's
new album

CIRCLES &
ARROWS

on Capitol Records!

T.......... Arnold Schwiizeflllllller
....s in Paul "Rabocop. VIIiMa--.·.
big-bucIgat acHI lick. Arnie playa a
iTIIWI called Doug Quaid living in !he
2111 canlUI)'. when a _ between two
Ianilphera . . . on Earth a the
mineral ~ 01 Mars . . being
piIIanId 10 fualthe fighI. It _ . Doug
Is not who he thinkl he _ . and In a
time when !he IiIchno!ogy exillI 10
iMII with a parIOn's mind and memoriel. he na_ really knowiI what's true
and whars on implanllld illulion. Bul
not knowing whars ntaI doesn't slOp
Arnie 110m kiling m0f9 bad guys than
humanly pouibIa while dltlivering one
liners with a smirk on his t.». "T0Ia1
RacaI· il high on 1118 YioIanca of the

SILVER
SCREEN

~her'"

Hours Anolher time. Nick

Nolle plays !he cop and Edcie Mwphy
Ilia sidekick con in this fun (but not too
fun) sequel.

THE RED UGHT
REVUE
and
Casco Bay IJnes
present

SUMMERCRUISE '90
Saturday Night, July 7
For tickets and info call
casco Bay lines, 774-7871

DIck T~ W8iT8f1 Beatty Is the
bon&cradcing. ~lIying. head-exsquare-jawed C8i1DOn cop. Madonna
pIoding variaIy. And-surprise -1t'11ow
. . . T .. Tho F..... III Marty McFly
makes a big splash _ his co-star. ~ . on plot. But the plot was COIIIIOIuIiId
and Doc Brown find themselves in !he
Pacino - ' a the show as the crime
enough 10 hold my attention fora while;
Old Wealol 1885. Gun fighlsand spoofs
boll "Big Boy Caprice."
I kept expecting an inla ..liflg twill In
01 Spaghelli _slamS characterize 1118
1118 slOry. High-lilch special affecIa (the
last -1hey promisel- inllalment 011118 DIe HIIrd " Bruce W.1iI ......ms _ a
cop with no back up.
Martian Iandecape was g_I). iIWigutime-machine trilogy.
Geotge Cukor'I 1IIirifying
ing
aboul lila in !he 21 sl
........ The Ion:es 01 good and evil
lhrlier about a young bride (Ingrid
0IIIIIu1}' and Schwanenegger'. lignacollide in GoIhan City. Michael Kse10n
Bargman) who baliaw. her hUlband
U8 one liners _
Ilia movie from
playl a cillUlbed BIllman and Jack
(ChII1aI Boyar) is Irying 10 drive her
baing a complete
01 money.
NicIIoIsan a Iarocious Joker in IaIt
y ..... African film won the I.-rnaIIUIIIIIItlr's translormalion 01 a comic
BiI Colby playsa~
IionIII Critics PrizaatCannMlaltyear.
book heIo. None 011118 "",'COii.1OIIS
willi IInIa IcidI who IaamI about parThe movie is aboul on old _ .
compar8d 10 1118 1wger-lharHle (andenthood 110m a ghost
Yaaba, who is beIiawd 10 be a wiIch
laJ'ger-than-mo.t-mindl-QlUld-imllll01 ...... Ih Tho . . . . . .tell This
and two children her befriandher. ....,.,
ine)iI8Is.
sequel 10 !he sci-li ftick about funny
one 01 !he chiIchn i. CUI wifi a rusty
....,.. W. JJI • Alan AIda cInIcts
looking ..... hili bean judged baIIar
kniIa, Y.... I. !he only one who can
and .... in IhiI rnoviIIlIbout a faIher
... ill predacasaor. The amphaIiIls
who _
a IaviIh W8ddng lor
help.
011 humDr not frighl _ 1IiIaviIIon. _dlughllr (Molly Rillll' -d) who prwIIn
lOoM and _
"GnInIIin. I· bacame
a simpler one.
!he objact of ricIc:uIa.
..... _ . . . . . Mel Gibaonand GaIcIe
Hawn .tar in IhiI romanIIc SvenIunI ....... Fer ..... 0cI0fIar Is a I1III1iIder
tlllllthe pIaIIa alllceplion 01 U.S. Ior'1Ory tIIIII coneis1B 01 lillie lIIOI8 . . .
aign policy pramulgallld by Reagan
comic banI8r between two CUI8 ......
and his c:roniaI u- 011. Using camc.......... Robin WiIhmI i.
m" _ bad guys doaIn·t maIce a bad
aaa.trIan. who Iikea 10 sleep around.
movie. but there needs 10 be _
Tim Rabbina thinkllII8 CdIK MM!'I
_ _...ICI...ma.
adIon.
c:haracI8r and
"The
bean III8IIing willi hi. wife and he
..........1
Hunt
For
Red
Ocmbar"
hal
none
of
IIrlcoiz&lhia_dealenhiplOget_.
' -; it is in.ipid.
CIs............. Giu.eppe T _
77+IC1!2
lOre'. Academy Award-witolillg rnoviII .....,_.JuiaRobertsandRk:h12:30.
2:30.
5:10. 7~ 1I:IiO
IIId Gent . ... in the Pygmalian-typa
• about growing up and how !he iconl
.1Ory about a wealthy bu _ _
l'z:f5.'~:~"'.1:'3
CI881iId by the cinema haw ahIiped
who pickI up a PfOIIi'I. and cha8I
whIiI _ beia\Ie in. The movie c»1'r"~L
her up prvIly. The rnoviII hili a few
ICribaa !he fh 01 a .... IIaIian _
12:15, 2:35, 4 . 73. I,.
COIIII _
a ill Cliana PandIo. gNIItlinel. bulthe 1IOry" nothing mont
... a my 1iIIa. Roberts i. good; she
12:30. 2l4O. 4:110. 7. 8:15
where people love. . . . and play. The
_110 TIle
should be IIIOI8pftcularliboutscripl8.
rnoviII il noalligic lor !he ..... when
12. 2:35. 5:os.7:35, 10
Gent play. a dIIracI8r he'. played too
moviaI_ moviaI and when people
1:30•• :~T:i!Ortc
mony
limes
bem.
_4:10
_( UBI
gdlenId IOgIIther In a community.
1:30.
, 3)
..... "~Tom Cruiw playa a
young driver on the IIOc:k _ racing
7~t.'l33)
12.2:30.5. 7:30.1o~"""1
cin:uiL The rnoviII allO ..... Nicole
Kidman. Robart DuvIiI and Randy

GlIal.....

Ion....

was.

...........
-..t

h.
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See the Revue Every Wednesday Night at Raoul's

For bookings call 883-2802
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Longtime Companion

,
PINETOP PERKINS A
LmLE MIKE and the TORNADOES
ONE SHOW
.. SATURDAY JUNE 30 ..

NIGHTHAWKS
FEATURING

• Ex-Jeff Beck vocalist JIMMY HALL
• plus Special Guest CHRIS THOMAS

Fore•• Avenue
1111. m-a. EIlIrIaI. . . HIlliN 775-2494

The K_Barry Saunders Quar- modeiedonthe Phil Woodsquinup a reguIar Thunday tet or Max Roach. What Is real
night gig in the cool, cool con- jazz? Ask K_ BarTy Sa~~.
"When I play JiIZZ. )iI2Z IS me.
fines of caf6 110. The beat goes
down on the stroke of 9, and the And when Norman plays jazz,
cover - all of which goes to the jazz is him. It's an expressionistic
band-Isanaa-yet-undetennined artform. A lot of people play
sum, probably on the sweet side music and they play it with some
sortofquasi-jazzarticulationand
ofSS.
The KBSQ - K. Barry himself swing and they think it's jazz.
"'But jazz, to me is something
on sax, Mark Sha1ansity on piano, Joshua Davis on the upright much deeper. Jazz has to have inbus,Norman Bergeron on drums ventive, inspirationaL inspired
_ Is, in a limited llellse, a young solos. What makeljazzin a rombo
group. All four players are 19 setting so powerful is that you're
years old and the group itBeIf combiningthejazzoffourpeople.
baIn't been together Ions - per- intending on such a deep Ievel.
and when you pull it off, when
haps a )'l1li', on and off.
1M mUBica1ly, KBSQ is full- evmybody is lOcked. into each
blown jizz. caf6 110 part-owner otha- and emoting - that's it.
DawSnow ..ysthat · (It's) hard That's jazz..
That Is emoting, people,asopto believe they're just 19 when
The differtheyplay_· USM'. Bill Street, who poeed to
Is 1'- Barry's mentor and whom ence is not one that you can ap1'- Barry has identified "Saxo- preciate in front of your stereO.
phone
says that Mr. Saun- Whether you believe it or not.
ders Is -a great student, very ma- Jazz in person is not sit-eroundand-dig-your-Christmas-tree
ture:
KBSQplays what 1'- Barry de- music: it's an atmoSphere,a force.
1Cft"bes as ·real jazz. none of this Stroll down to the caf6 no and
New Ap. Quaslmodo stuff,· take it in.
W.D. c"Uip
more-or-Iese mainstream BeBop

tet takes

It's hard to believe it was only
nineyearsago-July3, 1981 - that
The New York Times ran an article about a strange, Nga)"" cancer.
This is the day "Longtime
Companion· begins_The scene is
Fire Island. The music of BIondie
celebrates the high tide. People
are partying and joldngabout sex_
The Tunes article is dismissed as
a right-wing plot to chastise gay
men for having sex. In New York
City people are going to work,
too busy to think about another
form of cancer.
Norman Ren6 and Craig
LewIs" movie "1.ongtime Com·
panIon. follows the 1ives of a
group of"" men .. AIDS . . .
fJOlI\.lIIIWSf*iN5s ;md into their
Ii-. AIthoup the fiImDWiers

don't shy away hom d%!~

the mental and physical
ration of people with AIDS,
"Longtime Companion· Is not
"1'erms of Endearment_· The
movie IsdeYastating, but not manlpuIatiw. The compuatiwly
friwIoustimeilat Fue Island have
been bmwionned into time dedicated to heIpin and protectin
people with AIr: The radicaIf
zation of the characters is empowering.
During the Iut decade, many
misconceptions about the AIDS
virushavebeen promulgated and
dillClrded. Reneand Lewis hit on
II!Dst of these. not in a heavyhanded way, but in a way which
reminds the audiena! of when

r.~~~'dl

they were there. Characters fear
sex. drugs, overexposure to the
sun, toilet _ts and even a kiss.
But screenwriter Craig Lewis
WJOtein the ptoduction notes. "I
wasn't out to educate anyone. I
aet out to tell, like a witness, what
I'd experienced.·
And this ex"'' 'pe!",",ien
...ce shines
through. People change and
~w. Rt;Ia;tionships are warm at
timeS; frigid at others. Whether
or not, the audience relates to the
characters' sexuality, the audience relates to their humanity.
The movie goer is drawn into
intimate momellts like gathering
to watch the lint kiss between
men on daytime soaps, or hearms-If~ IOIIIflOIIe who

_

~1iNd

_ring his sis--

Wit wafcIias dft!S8..

The _ b l e of actolll and
actft!88 (yes, there's only one
woman>isoutstanding. Thereare
110 big IIIIJIIe8 in this movie, only
powerlul peifollllanc:es. As the
movietakesanintrospective\ook
at the stigma associated with
playing gay roles on film and
television, I could only hope that
the acton in this movie would
gets lots of offen after their efforts here.
During a _son when all of
the movies in the theaters suit
mental midgets, the Nick should
be commended for lobbying the
home offices to send a copy of
"LongtimeCompanionw to Portland_
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INDEPENDENCE POpsnUES. JULY 3/7:30 PM
AT FORT WILLIAMS PARK , CAPE ELIZABETH
SponSOlS:
AT&T iI1d
TICkets:avail.
$11 .
Discounts
Georgia-Pacific.
6 PM: Flve-

Cylinder Jazz
Band. Rain Site:
Portland City

PlCtlC~PS
PORTLAND SYMPHONy ORCHE5lRA
TOSH IYUK I SH IMADA.. MUS IC O IRECTOR & CONDUCTOR

Hall Aud. C A L

7

7

3

-

8

1

1

JOIN

Us

FOR
DINNER
SautkdGulf
Shrimp

Tho

c.-

with leeks, tomatoes
concasse and
cracked peppercorns

(rock) Moose Alley. 46

",,"':.':.St.~ ~~46siam8S)

CLUBS
THURSDAY 8.28

Horsefealherl. 193 Middle St.. Portland. 773-3501 .
_ _ ....... and Tho Aut-a·
' - (rock) Spring Poinl Cafe. 175 Pickell St. Por\tond. 76741627.
Tho Leek (rock) The IliUnawick. M
Wast Grand. Old Orchard Beach. 934-

..._ ..... caus- (rock) Gano·s•
13 8nJwn St. PoiUnd. m -7891.
................ JIIuak TIwIIt...
(rock) Zootz. 31 Forest Ava .• Por1Iand.

773-8167.

CIIreI ..... the a - (rock) Old
Port T.-n. 11 MouIIOn St. I'orUnd.

n4-0444.

served w ith salad.
inrremetsO. chers
vegetable. potato or
rice and homemade
bread and butter

$13.75

4873.
_ _ and ............. (rock) 9 pm.
Club Casino. Hanpton 9aach. N.H.
TidceIs . . SI6.50. For mont intormaion.~·

c::a:' &:~ -' b:::>

SUNDAY 7.1

FIve 0 - ..... (rock) Moo.. AIrt . .............. (cIaIskaI guitar) cUing
Sunday brunch. 10 am-3 pm. at CaM
48 Markat St. Portland. n 4-5246.
No. 20 Danfolfl St.. Portland. m TlII.rsd.W" al
8114.
HOII.'ealhen. 193 MIddle St. Port. . . . .... (_tic) 4 pm. GritIy
land. 773-3501 .
MeDIAl·• • 396 Fore St. Portland. n2Tho lUck .....ters ......... (jazZ)
Cafe No. 20 0iInIarIh St. Portland.
2739.
t'. . . . . . .t.n (bIuaI) 7 pm.
m-6114.
IIIIwaIda PlJIWIIN (Brolldway cabar8t) Unda BiIIy" . 60 Ocean St.. S. PortUttIa WllIiaI. 36 Maillel St.. Pordand. land. 787-7119.
...... La¥ee ...... (CaribbMn
773-<1500.
IUne.) Raoul' • • 1165 Farast Ava .• P0rt................ (rock) Spring Point
Cafe. 175 Pick8tl St. PoiUnd. 767land. n3-Q!86.
. . . . . . . . . . (rock)OIdPortTIlY8nl.l 1
4627.
Moulton St. Portland. n4-0444.
Tho Leek (rock) The Bnlnlwick. M
13 Brown
Wasl Grand. Old Orchard Beach. 934- Op.a ............
St. PoiIIond. n2-7891 .
4873.
Oppeelt.. AHrllCt (lOCk) Aqua ...................... F_(allnady) T-Birds. 126 N. Boyd. Portland.
Loungit. ShortSands. York Beach.363-

Lhr.. ..._1.

.u..

<>~...v::::;;::

~""

A Neucan Restaurant
It
Watering Hole
Union Station Plaza
Fabulous Food"""-"""",,

Qano.'.

773-8()..a.

7578.

T_ Y _ AItIII', Na---' ..... F... KutI ..... ........., ClIff (I9I1II88)
e pm. Cklb Casino. Hampton Beach .
. . .Idoot (rock) Cklb Casino. HampN.H. T1cke1s are SI8.50. For lIIOI8 IIIton Beach. N.H. TickalllIIV S21 .50.
formation . 603-926-4300.
For mont in'olln.tion. cal 803-9264300.

MONDAY 7.2

FRIDAY 8.29

................ (wha_) AI ages
and open 10 onyone at 6 pm al RaouI·s.
CIiNI ..... ,he ctwrme.. (rock) Old
885 Forest Ave .• Portland. 773-6886.
Port Ta\l8l1l. 11 Moutton St.• Portland.
. . . ., . . . . (rock)OIdPoilTIlY8nl.l1
n4-0444.
P1Mtep PeItdne and UttIe .....
Moullon St. Portland. n4-0444.
..... the T_d••• (blue. ) June ..10.......~Id (POP) 9 pm. Club
Casino. Hanpton a.ch. N.H. TiCkets
29. 9 pm. RaouI·s. 1165 FotMt Ava .•
IIIV S22.50. For lIIOI8 information. 603PoiUnd. 773-6886.
........., L~" DImeW Due
926-4300.
(jazz) Cal" No. 20 Oanloill1 St. Port-

.w........

land. n2-6114.
Het (jazZ voc:aIgroup) lillie
WiM. .. 36 Mai1ce1 St. Portland. 773-

TUESDAY 7.3

4500.

Y.. CIIte Gritty McDuff·s. 396 Fore St .
Portland. n2-2739.
51gtd T. Tho . . (rib) Raoul·s. 865
Forell Ave .• Portland. n3-Q86.
Maikal St. Portland. n4-5246.
Tho w.n_ (rock) Old PIIIt T.-n.
Tho limit" ...... (rock) Spring Poinl
11 MouIIOn St. Portland. n 4-0444.
Cata. 175 Pick8It St. Por\tond. 767- Tho IIep (rock) T-Birdl. 126 N. Boyd.
4627.
PoiUnd. nU040.
Tho Leek (rock) The IliUnswick. M C -.... (rock) The Blllnawick.
Wast Grand. Old 0n:haId Beach. 934M Wall Grand. Old Orchard Beach.

SIIIIRt lIIepIwt (rock) Genc·s. 13
Brawn St . Portia. n2-7891.
TIle CIiuH (rock) Moose AIrt. 46

4873 .

T...,. ~k... (country) 9 pm. Club
CaIino. HamplOn Beach. N.H. TidceIs
. . SIg.50. For lIIOI8 information. 603-

g26-4300.

SMURDAY 8.30
Tho ............. and CMIe The_ . (rockIbluaa) 9 pm. Raouts. 665
Forest Ave . Portland. 773-61186.
c.......... ,... ChiIIIIMN (rock) Old
Port T.-n. 11 Moulton St. Portland.
n4-0444.
.......... and ....' . . . Leud(heavy

.t_ . . .

metal) Qano·s. 13 Brown Sl.

934-4873.

WEDNESDAY 7.4
Tho

w.n_ (rock) Old Port Tavan.

11 Moulton St. Partand. n4-0444.
C -.... (rock) The Blllnawick.
M West Grand. Old 0n:haId Beach .

- - -THE SAVAGE BROTHERS- -93~ BEER All Night Long
Doors open at 7 • Cover begins at 8:30
FRIDAY JUNE 29

SUNDAY JULY 1

HAPPY HOUR 4·7

HEADLINER
COMEDY

Specials Molson &
Molson Light
-rt

&j., ___
rill,,, .. =,'11"'"
SATURDAY JUNE 30

50'S & 60'S
ROCK ON

._,,,,,,. - ED RESilE
at AH'.~ IRIAI FRAZER
DDOI'IIIIIII

7.......II1II 1:30

TUESDAY JULY 3

THE BOYl

RECORD RELEASE
PARTY

......... 1t7

934473:

UPCOMING EVENTS

I· PORT can III STARS

• PHYSICAl. CRAmm

CIIEF I lIE CIIITIIUlIU
11· CIIIICIIETE .....

Portland.

m -7891 .

Trill (jazz guilar. baas
and congo) CaM No. 20 Danforth St. .
Portland. n2-8114.

THIRSTY THURSDAY

COIIIi11ut4 011 1"'8" 18

774-4200
31 MARKET STREET
PORTLAND

•

MONDAY 7.2

COtIti7lwtl from ;tIge 17

CLUBS

Clndr Finck!. (folk) IPE Noontime
Performance Series. 12-1:30 pm,
Wharf and Moulton s1r8ets. Portland.
772-0828.

TUESDAY 7.3

DANCING

Zoolz, 31 Forest, Portland. Fri: Post
Modem - all ages; Sat: lalest dance
music; Sun : request night; Tue: Hip
House-aJlages;Wed:WortdbeatNighl
773-8187.
The "oon, 425 Fore St, Portland.
Open nightly, 8 pm on ... Fri-Sat until 3
am. No cover. 871~.
a.lut_, 20 Milk St, Portland. Open
nighdy until 1 am. No cover. 774-4200.
B_'Y. 200 Riverside St.. Pordand.
Fridays. 18+. Open Fri-Sat until 3 am.
Opens Sun-Thu at 8 pm. 772.a033.

.t.cIIp..1fw ...... Qulnt.1 (c0ncert music) IPE Noontime PerformanceSeries. 12-1:30 pm, Canal Plaza.

ANTIQUE

WOLF

&ESTATE

J E WELRY

Tues. - SaL 11 ·5

26

MILK STREET
PORTLAND. MA I NE 04101
207·77 4 ·89
4

CON

CERTS
TRACY
o
s o

THURSDAY 0.28

J

H N

N

FUN FUNKY FASHIONABLE FISH PINS

TLC (pop) IPE Noontime Performance
Series. 12-1 :30 pm. Canal Plaza. Portlanel. 772-6828.
Whll..... k • •nd F_I.r Puesrc-I
(rock) 7:30 pm. Seashore Performing
Arts Cenler at Old Orchard Beach.
Tickets are $t6.501$17.50. available
at TlCkatron. Civic Center box office
and SeaPAC box office. For mora in!ormation. caM 93-4-1731.

FRIDAY 0.29
AVAILABLE AT AMARYLLIS

e

-41 EXCHANGE ST. • PORTlAND ME • 772--4-439

,

r

-

Think
of it as
Morning
Radio
for
grownups.
il

EflimrimMJ;111 Jim Crocker

and Bruce Campbell are Port-

.

,

land's favorite morning radio team.
Why? Because they put an adult
perspective on the events and issues
of the day. And because their supporting cast includes Maine's best
radio news staff, award-winning
sportscasts, the most accurate
weather forecasts, the country'S only
Australian astrological prognosticator and a guest list that reads like a
'Who's Who in Maine." Try us for a
month-we're sure it will change the
way you start your day!

~ll""1~] ~ I
Portland's NewsfTalk Station

..nnI ct.1tl (acoustic) IPE Noontime
Perlormance Series. 12- 1:30 pm.
Tommy's Park, Pordand. 772-0828.
Iller (rock) 7:30 pm. Seashorn
Performing Arts Center at Old Orchard
Beach. TIckets are $17.501$18.50.
available at Ticketron. Civic Center Box
Office and SeaPAC box office. For
more information. call 93-4-1731.
Bowdoln._ ......c F••I.".I
(classical) First concert of festival is a
program selected in honor of festival
founder Robert Beckworth. Program
includes Schumann's song cycle 'Dichtertiebe,' Beethown's Trio Cp. 70.
No. 2. Saint-Saen's Sonata for Clarinet
and Piano. and a piece commissioned
from Elliot Schwartz. Concert is at 8 pm
at the First Parish Church. comer of
Maine Street and Bath Road, Brunswick. Tickets ara $12 (season tickets
am $50). For more information. call
725-3895.

.1._ ..

SATURDAY 0.30
The 11-52'• •nd ZIggr ... rtey &
lhe Melody ... k .... (rockIreggae)
7:30 pm. Seashore Perlorming Arts
Center at Old Orchard Beach. Tickets
ara$19.501$20.50. ava~able at TlCketron. Civic Center box office and
SeaPAC box office. For more information. call 934-1731.
Tl'llcy Clutpmlln .nd ..ohn..,.
Clew & a.vuka (folk) 7:30 pm.
Veterans Memorial Park, Manchesler.
N.H. TICkets are $19.50 raserved. $17
lawn available at Ticketron. Strawberries and Teletron. 1-800-382-8080.

SUNDAY 7.1
W"'"-The.I.. Orpn c-.rt
(classical and theater music) Tom
Hazelton performs a concert for the
Pine Tree Chapter of the American
Theatre Organ Society at 3 pm in the
loranger School. Saco Ave .• Old Orchard Beach. Donation is $7. $5 for
senior and students.
The Conti......... (r&b)
Cesco Bay Unes Music Cruises. every
Sunday through Sop 9. 5-8 pm. Boat
leaws from Long Whalf. Commerdal
Street, Portland. TICkets am $10. $9
for seniors. $5 for kids. For mont information. call 774-7871 .
Bowdoin _ _ ...... c F. .t,"1
.Iudent Cone.... (classicaQ Jennifer Kah performs Beethoven', VIOlin
Concerto at 7:30 pm in Krvsge Auditorium, Bowdoin College, Brunlwick.
Free IIld open to !he pubHc. For more
Information, call 725-38G5.

."Chlel.

sional adu~ string players. Three-hours
of ClOaching per day, masler classes.
ensemble performances and criticism
July 15-20 at Westbrook College. Stevens Ave .• Porttland. Residency and
non-residency options available. For
more information. call the Division of
Continuing Erucation at 797-7261.
. . . . . . . .1" .nd ...n ....lw ..nd
(aooustidblues)Aug 11. 7:30pm at the .
Cumberland County Civic Center.
Pordand. TICkets ara avaiable at the
box office and at an Ticketron locations. Reservedseating$18.501$16.50.
For mora information. call 775-3481.

Pordand. 772-0828.
Ind.p.ndenc. Pop. (American
music) Portland Symphony Orches1ra
performs music from 'A Chorus line,'
John Williams' 'Superman Suile' as
well as pieces byGIiere. Chopin. Dvcrik
and Brahms at 7:30 pm in Fort WiHiams
Park. Cape Elizabeth. Fireworks will
conclude the show. accompanied by
Sousa's 'The Stars and Stripes Forewr.' Tickets am $11 general admission, $9 for students and seniors. $28
for a family with at least one adult Rain
site is Pordand City Haft Auditorium.
For mora information. call 773-8191 .
Knots &
(acoustic/rock) 7:30
pm. Bandstand. Deering Oaks Park. Th. ".rchanl 01 V.nlc.
Pordand. Free and open to the public.
Shakespeara's play will be set in pre874-8793.
facist Italy. 1928. June 28. 8 pm at the
Clutndl_ Band (concert band muTheater at Monmouth. Monmouth.
sic) 7 pm. Mil Creek Park. South PortTickets twa $15 regular admission. $13
land. Free and open to the public. For
for seniors and $10 for students. For
more information. call 799-7996.
more information. call 933-9999.
C-co B.y Cone.rt B.nd (popular. ..Id.umm.r Night'. Dr.am
patriotic and Broadway tunes) 6-a pm.
Shakespeara's comedy about conVillage Green. Kennebunkport. Free
fused lovers June 28-Ju1y 14 at the
and open 10 the public. For morn inforTheater Project.
School St. Brunmation. call 985-43-43.
swick. Performances ara Thu at 7 pm.
Bowdoin Summer ...... c F••llv.1
Fri at 8 pm and Sat at -4 and 8 pm. For
Siudeni Conc.rt (classical) 7'20
ticket information. cal 729-8584.
pm, Kresge Auditorium. Bowdoin Col- Ughl Up Th. Sky Moss Hart's comlege, Brunswick. Frau and open to the
edt about opening nightofa Broadway
public. For more information, call 725production performed June 29-July 1
3895.
at 8 pm at the Theater at Monmouth.
Monmouth. TICkets are $15 general
admission. $13 senior citizen, and $10
for students. For more information. call
933-9999.
ChenclJera a.ncI Concert (concert .lIlhe Splrtl by Noel Coward is about
a manried couple who is haunted by the
music) 7:30 pm at the Gazebo in Fort
ghost of the manls first wife. The play
Allen Park. Eastern Prom. Portland.
performed June 29-30. July S-7 at 8
Concert is followed by gala fireworks
pm. July 8 at 3 pm at The Cenler for
display. Frau and open 10 the public.
The Arts at the Chocolate Church. 804
87.-8793.
Washing1Dn St. Bath. Tickets am $101
TI'IICY Chepnuon (acoustic) 7 pm. Sea$8. For more in!ormation. call 442shora Performing Arts Center at Old
8-455.
Orchard Beach. Tickets ara $17.50/
$18.50. available at Ticketron. Civic "cl'" Worilshop with Broadway
acting coach Philip Gushes. who uses
Center box office and SeaPAC box
the "Meisner Tachnique.· Workshop is
office. For morn information. call 93-4open 10 anyone inlerasted in acting .
1731 .
experienced or otherwise Aug S-18 at
Westbrook Colage. Slewns Ave ..
Portland. Residenc:yand non-rasidency
opCions available. For more information. call the Division of Continuing
Songs o' the . . . (folk) Bath-BrunEducation at 797-7261.
swick Folk Club presents a concert of
.. Toesl 10 Broadway The Bayside
seafaring songs July 5. 8 pm in Curtis
Players present a dinner theater prolilde Thealer at the Chocolate Church .
duction of a musical revue of songs
804 Washington St.• Bath. Performers
from 10 Broadway musicals through
include Bm Bonyun. Nancy Matilla.
Aug 25 at The Portland Club. 156 State
Brian Chadboume and RoN & Go. TICkSt. Pordand. Perlormances are Fr~
ets are $6 in advance. $8 at the door.
days (happyhourat6:30. diner at 7:30.
available at MacBeans Music in Bruncurtain at 8:30 ) and Sunday (brunch at
swick and The Chocolate Church in
12 noon. curtain at 2 pm). Tickets are
Bath. For mora information. cad 729$29.501$24.50. For mora information.
3t85.
call 773-<1218.
Cheryl W ....I.r (folk) July 6. 8 pm.
CeJebl'lltlon a.m Theal., SumFirst Parish Church. 425 Congrass St..
mer performance series starts June 29
Pordand. For more inlormation. call
and will continue every Friday and
773-6205.
Saturday at 8 pm through the summer.
s.co R'-r F_IIY.I (classical) PianJell Bradey. Steve Ragatz and Friends
ist Frank Glazer performs works by
perform June 29. Bradley and CanJ.S. Bach. Schubert, Chopin and
ada's foremost New Age Vaudevillian
Brahms July 6. 8 pm. Cornish Bemenand Sieve Ragatz from Bloomington.
tary School Audtorium. Cornish. TickIndana, is an acx:omplished comedian.
ets ara $8. $4.50 for students. For
Students from Fred Garbo's Antic Arts
more information. call 625-4667.
Workshop perform June 30 and July 6.
Bowdoin Summer .. uslc F••IIY.I
Fred Garbo. Jeff Mason and Roger
(classical) Progl'311 includes 'Dances
Franch perform July 7. Celebration Bam
in the Madhouse' by David Leisner and
Theater is located on Stockfarm Road.
performed by the composer on guitar
off Route 117. South Paris. TICkets ara
and Syoko AId on vio~n ; Mozart's Sym$5 for adults. $2.50 for chikhn. For
phony No. 41 : and Ravel's Duo for
more information. call 743-8-452.
Violin and CeHo. Concert is July 6 . 8 pm
Theel., In the PIIItl with the Vintage
at the Rrst Parish Church. comer of
Repertoly Company July 2. 7:30 pm at
Maine Street and Bath Road. Brunthe Bandstand in Deenng Oaks Park.
swick. Tickets am $12. For more inforPortland. Free and open 10 the public.
mation. call 725-3895.
For mora information. call 874-8793.
".hlalhlnl & Ih. ...hol.lI. .-....c..I. .nd Fugue Dancers
Queens (African music) July 7, 8 pm.
ara wanled to audtion for the Maine
Pordand Performing Arts Center. 25A
pnII11ier of the hisloric Doris Humphray
Forest Ave .• Portland. Tickels am $13,
piece to be performed Aug 2. in Portavaiable at PPAC box office. Amadeus
land. Sian Fergusin from the Dance
Music and Galery Music in Portland.
Notation Buraau of New York win aud~
For more inlormation. call 77+0465.
tion the dancers July 2. 11 am-6 pm at
Chember ..usIc Work.
the Portland School of BaJIe~ 341
Cumberland Ave., Pordand. Casting
wil be announced at 12 noon with a
rehearsal from 1-6 pm . For mora information. call m -9671 .

er-_

GERALDINE

Mop Portland S1ring Quartet heads
up a six-day workshop for non-profes-

STAGE
I.

WEDNESDAY 7.4

UPCOMING

s..-

You Stili c.n't Gel n.- From
It-. Mad Horse Theatra Company
presents a revival of the 1989 musical
comedy revue about life in Maine July
5-Aug 26. f>erforrnlWlO9s twa Thu-Sal
at 8 pm. Sun at 7 pm at Mad Horse
Theatre, 955 Forest Ave.. Portland.
Tickets ara $131$15. For more infor-

mation. call 797-3338.
T_bout Hank Beebe's musical
about roJe..reversal in marriage opens
July 5 .t the Schoolhouse Arts Center
in Sebago lake. Performancecontinue
tlrough July 29. Thll-Sat at 8 pm. Sun
at 2 pm. Tk;kets are $101$6. Reservationa can be made by calling 6"2-37.a

or 7n-1&48.

fUM 28,1990

,.,

THE

ART

G

5_1ents a.J1ety. 56 Maine St. Brunswick. New work by six gaIIety artists:
painled and quilted wal art by Natasha
Kempers-Cullen; handmade sculptures
in jewelry environments by Georgeann
and Condon Kuhl ; raku clay sculpture
and pottery by Chris Newoomb; liguratiw sculpture by Monty Smith; and
original folk art by Robert Stebleton.
Opening reception June 30. 5-7 pm.
Hours: Mon-Satl0am-5pm. 729-1108.
The . . . .., o.llery. Portland School
of Art, 619 Congrass St.. Pordand.
'Alumni Exhibition' July 2-Aug 17.
Opening reception July 1. 5-7 pm.
Hours: Mon-Fri 10 am-5 pm (closed
July 4). 775-3052.
UnlOftol ...lneV1_I ..rtI.1aShow
Members' exhibition June 3O-Ju1y 28
at the Ogunquit Art Center. 9 Hoyts
lane Oust off Route 1), Ogunquit
Exhibit includes painting, sculptura.
photography and mixed-media. Opening reception July 7. 5-8 pm. Hours:
daily 10 am-5 pm. 646-5933.

AROUND TOWN
Port ..nd .._ o...rtSevenCongress Squara. Portland. Hours: TueSa~ 10-5; Sun. 12-5; Free on Thursday
evenings. 5-9. ' French Impressionism
and Beyond: The Scott M. Black Collection· (through July 29); 'Urban Visions: Images by Ashcan School Painters· (through Aug 26) ; 'Americans at
Home and Abroad: Watercolors and
Prints by Childe Hassam. Maurice
Prandergast. James McNeill Whistler
and John SingerSargenr (through July
8); ' Perspectives: Harriet Matthews:
exhibitof1arge steel sculptures (through
July 8); 'Artful Deception : The Craft of
!he Forger,' exhibition of forgeries.
comparative works that am genuine
and works whose authenticity is in
question (through July 1); 'Frank Stella:
The Circuits Prints.· mixed-media prints
(through Aug 5). 775-6148.
.. R5.. O.U.'Y. Campus Center.
Bedford Stree~ USM Pordand. 'Off
5hore,'photographs by Maggie Foskett
through Aug 10. Hours: Mon-Sat t 2-5
pm. Sun 12-5 pm. 780-4090.
..I ......... c.... 21 Pleasant St.. Portland. 'Abstract Drawings' by James
Merrow through Aug 1.
The .ak.,.. Dozen Group Show at
the Seamen's Club and the Baker's
Table Restaurant in the Old Port. Portland. Artists included in the show are :
Ru!h Bowman, painter; David Busch.
photographer; Joyce Dolley. painter;
Frank G~patrick. photographer; Jill
Goldman. photographer; Suzanne
Knecht. painter; Peter Munro. photographer; Bonny Nason. painter and printmaker; Paul Plan~ painter; Wesley
Freeze Jr.• painter and draftsperson;
lauren Zust. painter; louise Fried.
painter and draftsperson; Susan Beny.
prinbnaker and draftsperson. Exhibit
continues through July 15. For mora information.caIt 775-151.orwrileA.A.V.•
10 Pine St. Pordand. 04102.
B.ntelon 0.11"'_. 26 Frau St. Portland. Paintings by George Burk and
Richard Wilson through June 30; Paintings by Joe Nicoletti and Stuart Ross
July S-Aug 4. Also a selection of 19th
and early 20th century American paintings. Hours: Mon-Fri 10 am-5 pm. 7725011.
"yvlew o.l..ry. 75 Market St. Portland. Florais and stiM lifes in oil by Mary
Towne Jagua and n_ paintings by
Wendy Newcomb through June 30;
Acrals in watercolor by Nancy Glassman and Susan Van Campen July 228. Hours: Mon-5at 10 am-6 pm. n3-

3007.

CofttJ-

Sq...... o."ry. 42 Exchange St.• Pordand. Still life and landscape painting by George Van Hook
!hrough July 20. Hours: Tu&-Set 10
am-5 pm. n4-3369.
D.nforth . I....t O.I..ry. 34 Danforth St.. Pordand. 'Crossover: multimedia instaHation combining prin~ photography. poetry and painting through
July 7. Hours: Tue-Sat 1 t am-5 pm .
775-6245.
Dean V....,.... o.llery. 60 Hampshira St.• Portland. Paintings. sculptura and prints by Chartes Hewitt
through July 15. Hours: Thu 12-8 pm .
Fri-Sat 12-5 pm. Sun 12-4 pm and by
appoinbnent. 772-2042.
~I'II . 26 ExchMge St. Pordand.
Mixed-media collages by Andras Verzosa through July 31 . Hours: MonWed 10 am-6 pm . Thu-Sat 10 am-8
pm. Sun 10 am-5 pm. 775-7049.
5v• .,. 0.11ety. 7 Pleasant St, Portland. "Medilen'anean Color: photographs by Jeffrey Beoom through July
I • . Hours: Tue-Fri 10 am-6 pm. Sat 11
am-5 pm. 879-0042.
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The magical islands of the
Bahamas ...
now in the Old Port

OPEN NOW

Authentic
OneofaKlnd
Originals
from another
Era
Antiques,
Vintage Clothing,
Jewelry & Accessories
Rentals for
Spedal Occasions

57 Exchange Street
Comer of Market (/ Exchange
~i«I~~ 58 Exchange

Old Port
879-2242

From Noon-5 pm

Old

773-3357

in

The Old Port
Sunday, July 1
Schedule of Activities

Pates
Salad Bowls
Lemonade Pitchers
Chip & Dips
Trays

A little somethlns: .....

you can't get
at home
a Portmanteau purse, coat,
Jacket or tote designed
and crafted In sumptuous
Jacquard . woven
tapestly, rugged
cotton canvas
andHne
leathers.

12:00 - 1:00

Jack Honan - Clarinet
1:00 - 2:30

Casco Bay Cloggers
1:00 - 3:00

Sheila Curtis - Visual Comedy
2:30

DEVONSQUARE

MAINE

POTTERS
ARK

E

T

~Cf11V~76 Fore st.
(J

Portland's Old Port

Daily 9 -9

Soft Rock
on Lower Exchange
This event is made possible by the contributions
of Old Port Merchants and is sponsored by

... and Jacia sa on
THE OLD PORT'S FINEST SALON
FOR

MEN,

WOMEN,

OR

CHILDREN

NOW OPEN SUNDAYS
COME IN SUNDAY FOR A
FREE GIFT
WITH YOUR STYliNG, PERM,
HIGHLIGHTING OR COLORING
8 EXCHANGE STREET
OLD PORT

UPCOMING ENTERTAINMENT
Sundays Noon - 5 pm in The Old Port
Sunday, July 8
PETER GALLWAY &: TIlE PROOF
Original Contemporary Music
also Brenda Moore, Jack Honan, Jest Foolin'

Fociols, manicures, pedicures,
waxing, eorpierci!1!l ond Iosli
finfina olsc (M]iloble selected
Suncioys. For more info coil

Sunday, July 15
WICKED GOOD BAND Wicked Funny Music

also Doug Lewis &: Deb Sawyer, Jack Honan,
Balloon Zoo

775·2555

8&30·7 M·F • 8&30·5 SAl. 12·5 SUN

Sunday, July 22
BIG CInEF &: TIlE CON'I1NENTAI$
Rhythm & Blues
also Ann! Clark, Essency Marionettes,
"Charlie Who" (Alan Tacheny)
Sunday, July 29
BEllAMY JAZZ BAND Dixieland Jazz
also Mexlcall Rose, Martin Steingesser,
Jack Honan
Sunday, August 5
ROCKIN' VIBRATION Reggae
also Curt Bessette, Hurdy Gurdy Monkey &: Me

Ddic.iou.s

+ Homema.de..

C'lME:XICAN ~
,

E·N·,·O·y

FROZEN DRINKS
ODour

OUTSIDE
PATIO!
,
- ENTERTAINMENT-

Join us Sundays for Music, V1suaI Artists,
ChlIdren's Entertainment, Face Painting, Balloons,
Flowers, Food A Morel
Watch Casco Bay WceJdy
fot' each week's schedule of act1vlties.

THURSDAY. FRIDAY &. SATURDAY 8-12
SUNDAY AnERNOONS

AMIGOS
MEXICAN FOOD
SINCE 1972

9 DANA STREET
OLD PORT, PORTLAND

772-0772

~----------------------------~ ~
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ART

FOR ALL YOUR PRINTING NEEDS

ALROSE.
printing & graphics co.
OFFSET • LETTERPRESS
200 ANDERSON STREET· PORTLAND· 774-9329

• • • WE PAY CASH • • •
Our jewelry is already half the cost of retail, ..
But now all Gold and Diamonds are

Discounled Even More!

498 Congress Street, Portland • 772-3932
330 Lisbon St., Lewiston 0155 Front St., Bath 0177 Water St., Augusta

BUY • SELL • TRADE
naturaUy comfortable •••
naturaUy beautiful•••

Good I . . c.t.. 705 Congress St..
Portland. 'No Evictions: wor1\s by Elisabeth Jaber through July 15.
Maino PoH_ Ihrk••. 376 Fore
St.. Pot1Iand. Porcelain and sllDneware
by new member Pater Jones through
June 30; DeooraIive and functional
stoneware emphasizing simplicity in
design by Robyn Langhorst July 1-July
10. Hours: Daily. 9 am-9 pm. 7741633.
Nancy M• .,...10 Gallery. 3137 Fore
St.• Portland. "Botanical Glass Forms'
by Cam Langkey. "Ceramic Dwellings·
by Martha Erickson and "Vessel Forms'
by Michael Nordslrom through June.
Hours: Mon-5a1 10 am-6 pm. Sun 124 pm. 775-3822.
PIIy_ Gallo". 01 Art. Westbrook
College. 716 Stevens Ave .• Portland.
The Permanenl Collection and Se- FNnk Stoll.: Tho Clreul .. PrInt.
IecIBd Loans through Sap 9. Hours:
Gallery talks on !he exhibilwill be given
Tu&-Fri 10 am-4 pm (Thu until 9). SalJune 28 a15:15 pm; July 5 a15:15 pm.
Sun 1-5 pm. 797-9546.
July 11 at 12:30 pm. July 12a15:15pm
Tho Photo Gallery. Portland School
and July 18 aI12:30 pm al the Portland
Museum at Art. Congress Square.
of Art. 619 Congress St. Pot1Iand. Recenl Pholographs: Color Prinls by
Portland. Gallery talks are free with
Donna lee RoHins and Photographic
museum admission. For mont inforConstructions by Kris Bezanson
mation. call 775-6148.
through July 13. Opening reception Ecologlall Art Maine Audubon SociJune 29, 5-7 pm. Hours: Mon-Fri 9 amety is hosting a slide show and a field
5 pm. 775-3052.
_ bip 10 view "Earthwor1\s: A Garden of
Port..ndPublloLlbnl"..FiveMonuHistory: The installation features art
ment Square. Portland. 'Beyond the
sculpted inllD the earth using matarials
Surface: Photographs by Emily Spar:
found al!he site such as soil, glacial
abstract Cibachrome prints by Portboulders and driflwood. The s~de show
land pholographer Em"y Sper through
is June 28. 7-9 pm at Maine Audubon's
June 29; ' Public Ubraries - A Maine
Gilsland Farm Sanctuary. 118 RIB. 1.
Portrait," Cibachrome photographs of
Falmouth. The field bip meets in CNnMaine public libraries by John K. Jones
Ion June 30. 3-5 pm. Cosl for both
of Portland. Maine libraries data back
show and bip is $16. The slide show
lID 1751. 61 are on the National Regisalone is $4. For more information. cal
tar of Historic Places or are in historic
781 -2330.
districls, 22 are "Cemegie Ubraries: For Our Right. Maine Civil Uberties
and 25 are situated on islands. The
Union is holding a reception al 8miexhibit is aooompanied by historical
doff Galleries 10 kick off its 'For Our
and archilectural notes. The exhibil is
Rights" art portfoNo at eighl signed
July 3-Aug 17. Hours: Mon. Wed and
limilBd edition offsel prinls. ParticipatFri 9 am-6 pm. Tue and Thu 12-9 pm.
ing artists include Katherine Porter.
Sal 9 am-5 pm. 871-1700.
Robert Broner. Rudy Burckhardt,
Right a.nquo c.r.. 225 Federal St.
Yvonne JacquetlB. Carl Palazzolo.
Portland. Prints by ENsabeth Jabar
Susan Shaller. Andraw Tavareli and
through Aug 1.
Neil Welliver. Reception is being held
S ••ln
COnt....oN".
June 29. 6 pm al Barridoff Galleries. 26
G.... 20 Milk St. Portland. Glass
Free SI.. Portland. Admission is $20.
works by Barry Enlnerthrough July 15.
All proceeds lor the event. the sale of
Hours:Mon-5alll am-5:30pm;cIosed
!he original works and the art portfolios
Sun. 772-9072.
will support the MCLU Foundation in its
W.llln Gardl_ Fino Arlo. 4 112
defensa of constitutional righb! for
Milk St. Portland. Fine 17th. 18th and
Maine citizens. For more information
19th century decorative prints with an
on the portfolio or the reception. call !he
emphasis on architectural. botanical.
MCLU al 774-5444.
marine&sportingsubjects.Hours:TU&- Skowhegan School 01 hinting
Fri 108111-5:30 pm. Sat 10 am-5 pm.
and SCulp.... Summer Lecture
774-1944.
Series Guesl artisl Anish Kapoor
W_. SkIo .....MINIIt. 58 Pine St.
speaks June 29. 8 pm in the Old
Portland. Recent paintings by TarT}'
Dominion Fresco Bam al the SkowMcKelvey through July 29. 773-$223.
hagan School; Guesl artisl Andra
Tavarelli speaks July 4. 8 pm: Guesl
artislltalo Scanga speaks July 6.8 pm.
To conform dale and time. cal 4749345.
. .t_ Col..... Olin Alta Center. le- Maldng a WI..... Parenllchildwor1\shop provides an opportunity 10 learn
wiston. "DahIov lpear: The Seventies &
moreabouleach olherJune 30, 10amE91ties: 'Recent Donations," works
2 pm althe Cenlllr for Native Art. Route
by Matisse. Braque. Gaugin. Cezalne
1. Woolwich. Cosl is $12. For more
and Picasso, and 'Children's Book ilinformation. cal 442-8399.
lustrations: featuring !he work of several of Maine's besl artists and wrilers. YIcIoo Artlot. The Danforth Streel Gallery. a non-profit gallery. wiM be having
Both exhibits continue through Aug 26.
a video art show Aug 11-31 . The show
Hours: Tue-Sat 10 am-4 pm. Sun 1-5
will represanl a polpourri of visions of
pm. 78EHll~.
art through video. Top three particiBowdoin Coli. . . M _ 01 Art.
pants will receive a unique opportunity
Brunswick. "Thomas Cornell Paintings :
for apprenticeship with local film pr0The Birth at Nat\n' (through July 8);
ducers. Deadline for submitting 10'Islamic Miniatures from !he Permaminute video is July 28. Send video.
nenlColec:lion.' Araband Persian Mini$10801ry fee for non-members. $5 for
alUreS and paintings from Mughallndia
members. and SASE to Danforth SIreet
(through Aug 19). Hours: Tue-Sal 10
Gallery. 34 Danforth SI.. Pot1Iand.
am-5 pm. Sun 2-5 pm. 725-3275.
04101 . For more information. cal 775Cry 01 .ho Loon Art Gallo".. At.
6245.
302. South Casco. "Critmrs," wor1\s by
Maine artisls at Maine wildlife through ....... Tou..... Art. ProsINm The
deacline for arlisb! interested in applyJuly 20. Artists include Chris Nielson.
ing for !he Maine Arts Commission
Marjorie Moore. Serri Beckman and
program is July 2. AppHcants musl be
Dahlov lpear. Hours: 9:30 am-9 pm.
Maine residents. have a slrOng com655-5060.
mitment to their art form. be willing and
HoM Souncl Gall...... North, 58
able to travel within the stallt. and be
Maine St.• Brunswick. New works from
in_led in sharing their artform with
gall8l)' artisll through JlAy 14. Hours:
general audiences. Artists will be seTue-Sat 10 am-5 pm. 725-4191 .
IecIed by panels at their peers for artisIcon ConIompON". Art. 19 Mason
tic quality and abiNty 10 communicellt.
St. Brunswick. Wor1\a by sculptor Tom
For more information. call the Maine
Chapin and _a_ Morris David
Alta Commission at 289-2724.
Dorenfeld Ihrough July 5. Hours: MonFri 1-5 pm. Sat-Sun by chanoe or Artl.. In ....Idonc. ......Nm
Deadline for applications 10 new grants
appointment 725-8157.
lor areas considered undersarwd by
...Ino A " - " - SocIety. Gilsland
the Maine Arts Commission is Sap 28.
Farm. 118 At. One. Falmouth. Winners
To be eligible. artists' residenciesmusl
from the third annual Q.JCk atamp comtake place between Jan 1 and June 30
petition are on exhibilthrough June 22.
and musl oocur in one of !he following
The subject of this year's oompetilion
12 counties: Arooslook. Hanooc:k.
_s!he Canada Goose. Proceeds from
Knox. Franklin. OXford. Penobsco~
the sale of Hmited editions of the prinl
PisalllqUis. Sagadahoc. Somersel.
are used 10 pu<dIase _1Iands. Hours:
Waldo. Washington and Yor1\. inforMon-5at 9 am-5 pm. Sun 12-5 pm.
mation. applications and guidelines are
781-2330.
availabfe bycalling the Maine Alta Com...Ino eo... ArtIe... Aussal Avemission. 289-2724. AppIicanIl musl
nue. Rockport. Invitational exhibit featalk to Artist in Residence Program Asturing the wor1Is of Robert Broner. Paul
sociates. Nancy Salmon or Sharon
Heroux. Susan leitH. c.t Palazzola.
Townshend. before applying.
Katherine POI1er through July 22. 2362875.

OTHER

Stereos • TVs • Musical Instrwnents
Antiques • Guns • VCRs
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....We buy anything worth buying"

14K Gold $12 per gram

....t Co_ Gal........ Masl Cove l.wItod" hhlbltl_ for VIoLane and Main SIree~ Kennebunk_I Artis.. Send SASE to H. Rivas.
port. 'Artisl's Choice Show: featuring
D,S.G.. 34 Danforth St.. Pot1Iand.
the wor1\ of 85 artisls though July 7.
04104 .
Hours: deily 10 am-5 pm. 967-3453. . .welDIn Col.... M _ 01 Art
Old Greho.... a..ch Art
5
isoffering toursofits collections through
Portland Ave.. Old Orchard Beach.
Aug 17. The docenl-guided lours are
Paintings by Liane Thurlow through
Tue and Thu al 2 pm. Wed and Fri at
July. 839-0319.
12:30 pm. Reservations are not neces" - -....nco Gallery. 296 Maine
sary. Meet in the rotunda of !he Walker
Ave .• Farmingdale. The Unique ImArt Buiking. For more infonnation. call
ages at Dan Merriam through July 11 .
725-3275.
Hours: Mon-Fri 9:30 am-5:30 pm. Sal
9:30 am-5 pm. 582-8255.
M_rl.1 U......." 6 Scott
Dyer. Cape Elizabeth. Abstract peintings and drawings by leuri Twitchell
through July 6. 799-1720,
Yortl I . .tltut. Muooum. 371 Main
St.. Saoo. "Objectivity: Selections for
the Permanenl Colleclion' through midSep; "Pan IS for Paintings'through midOct. Hours: Mon. Wed and Fri 1-4 pm.
Thu 1-8 pm (also Sal 1-4 during JulyAug ). 282-3031.

SENSE

Port..nd Writ ..... Ne'wortl Agnes
Bushell. author of 'Local Dieties' and
"Shadowdance.· win dscuss !he dfferences between big and small presses.
share her inSighl into !he publishing
process and offer tips on how 10 survive what she cans the "battered writar
syndrome' June 28. 7:30 pm al the
Portland Public Safety Buiking. Middle
Streel. Portland. For more information.
calI871~.

NOD B •• t New Yortl Nlghb Two
nights of poelry readings by eighl provocalive writers from New Yor1\'s poelrylperformance scene June 28-29.
7:30 pm al Raffles Cafe Bookslore.
555 Congress St.• Portland. Four dflerenl wrilers perform each night
Admission is $3 for one nigh~ $5 for
both. For more information. call 7613930.
c . _ AIt_tlv. . for T.ach_ Two-part woriIshop led by career
training consultant VlCIOria Field June
29. 8:30 am-12 pm. and July 13. 8:30
am-12 pm, al the Portland YWCA. 87
Spring St.. Portland. The firsl session
covers identifying skills and inleres~
targeting polBntiai professions and
CMl8I'S and creating methods of career development. The second session covers construcling a resume.
developing and using contacls and
interviewing skills. The COSI of each
session. including breakfas~ is $15.
The cost of both is $25. Preregistration
is encouraged. Ch~dcare is available.
For more information. call 874-1130.
.Iohn c.lvln S I . _ .nd .ho
Rovtv.. In s.co Earle
Sheltleworlh gives a slide lecture on
Maine', best-known architect and the
houses he buill in Saoo June 28. 7:30
pm at the Dyer Library. 371 Main St.
Saoo. Free and open 10 the pubic. For
more information. cal 282-3031 .
Low TIde W.lk •• K.ttl. Cov.
Gulf of Maine Aquarium offers a low
tide walk June 29. 10:30-11 :30 am al
Kellle Cove in Cepe Elizabeth. Walk is
free for Aquarium members; $3 for
non-members. Reservalions are
needed. For more information. call 7722321 .
.....boob ...ffIe More then 100
books by Maine wrilers are being raffled
as the grand prize in this benefit for the
Maine Writers and Publishen Alliance.
Raffle tickets are available July through
Sap lor $3 each or two for $5 and may
be purchased al bookslOres throughout !he stallt. through the MWPA
newsleller er al the MWPA. 19 Mason
St. Brunswi<:k. The grand prize includes Sarah Orne Jewen's 'The
Counlry of Poinll9d Firs.' 'Maine' by
Eliol Porter. Edgar Allen Beam's new
book "Maine Art Now" and autographed
books by Carolyn COOIlt. Stephen King
and Denis Ledoux. For more information. cal 7~.
T.t. ~ opens July 1 with two special interesllOUrs forvillitors. The housa.
buill in 1~~) offers a T &a and Garden
TalK each wednesday. 2-4 pm; and an
Architectural Tour each Salurdlly. 1'"'
pm. Tale House is IocaIBd al 1270
WestbrookSt. (al Congress). Pot1Iand.
Hours are July 1-5ep 15. Tue-Sal 10
am-4 pm and Sun 1-4 pm (closed Mon.
July 4 and Labor Day). Admission is
$3. $1 for children under 12. For more
information. cal 774-9781 .
N.w Penp.c:tlveo on .ho _ _
Ing of F.lmouth James L&amon .
professor at history at BalDs. looks al
!he effect of the British reaction lID rebel
activities in Portland in 1775 July 3. 7
pm at !he Maine Maritime Museum
Lecture Hall. 243 Washington St.. Bath.
Tidlets are $4.SO. $2,SO lor museum
members. For more information. call
443-1316.
Ant.... Gao .nd S._m Inglno
Show Yarmouth Hislorical Society is
presenting !he regional engine show
JlAy 7. 4:30 pm at Bennett Field. Rowe
School. jusl off U.S. Route 1 in Yarmouth. Admission is $1 . For more information . cal 846-6259.
Archltectu... •• Yortl I .....ut.
Gallery talk on the archiBcture of !he
buildng designed by John CaI";n SIBY8I'IS in 1926 will be given July 7 and 11
al 2 pm at the Yor1\ Institute. 371 Main
St.. Saoo, Free and open to the public.
For more infonnation. call 282-3031.
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Surviving Fenway Park
This past Sunday, I made my
annual summer pilgrimage to
Boston with my son Patrick to
watch a professional baseball
game, Fenway Park is still there,
alive and kicking with 34,000
frustrated fans in search of a
World Series,
All Mainers who swear allegiance to the Red Sox (when
they'rewinningl should consider
making a similar trip soon. If you
can get grand stand tickets, or
have the patience to drool with
the Landsdowne Street cannibals
at the bleacher entrance for half
an eternity, then you'll need this,
A mini-list of helpful hints is just
what the psychiatrist ordered,
• Leave early with plenty of
extra time or you'll be late as hell,
Drive aggressively and pretend
you're in total control. Interstate
95 South is OK, Route 1 is a joke,
the Tobin Bridge is a bomb site,
Storrow Drive is a Roller Derby
and Kenmore Square is an automotive graveyard - nobody survives. The roads get progressively
worse as you approach the Mecca
called Fenway, Using your directional signals is completely optional and often dangerous because of the shock value it will
have on other crazed drivers,
• Bring a lot of money, more
than you think you could spend
in a week, Everything is outrageously expensive. If the $12
parking doesn't induce cardiac
arrest, the astronomical prices for
beer, soda, hot dogs, peanuts and
ice cream will finish off your
ticker. Guaranteed financial death
is the Section 30 Souvenir Shop if
you dare to take a nine year old
inside. Batting gloves, hats, helmets, shirts, sweat suits, pennants,
etc, The solution is simple. Sell

S\LUTffi

your car and take Trailways back
to Portland,
• If it is still possible, relax
and enjoy the game, FenwayPark
is small enough and eve!)' fan
feels lilce he or she is gallivanting
on the field with the players_
During "out' game Wade Boggs
led offwith a crisp single and life
was good, It was also scoreless
for seven innings, Enter ancient
White Knight Dwight Evans, the
oldest player on the team. The
wily veteran delivered the winning blow over the 37-foot Green
Monster in left field and the eternal fandom of kids of all ages for
a hard-eamed 2~ victory.
• Just when you thought it
was safe to stay away from the
beach, thewonll! will strikethrough
Fenway Park in the eighth inning. This is the single most stupid gesture ever performed at a
sporting event and has people
aimlessly flailing their arms and
sitting harshly at the worst possible moments, This inane process spillsa greatdeal of beer. Kids
love it but then they didn't pay
$2.55 for an eight-ounce draft,

11(' I E

DANCE1
HAPPY HOUR
BUFFETS

FOR

KIDS

c.llfom" ......... R_dng Club
Non-competilive readng club for kids
at !he Riverton Branch Ubrary. 1600
Foresl Ave .• Portland. For more information or to sign up your child. visilthe
library Wed 2-6 pm. Thu 12-$ pm and
Fri 9 am-5 pm.
MummIe..... and .....h Muck
Chance for kids lID explore the plants
and animals at !he marsh using all five
sensas in dscovery-oriented. fun-filled
activities Tue and Fri. 9:30-11 am. Cosl
is $2 for Maine Audubon Society
members. $3 for non-members. Maine
Audubon Society's Sc.borough Marsh
Nature Center is IocaIBd on Route 9 in
Scarborough. For more information on
any of the above. call 883-5100.
_ _ .......... In .ho A,..
Schoolhouse Alta Centar in Sebago
Lake are otfering two sessions of
courses in the arts for children ages 7
and up. First session is July 10-26.
second is July 31 -Aug 16. Classes
meel Tue and Thu. 9 am- l:30 pm.
Classes in acting. «*awing. dance. voice
and more. For more information. call
Debbie Doherty al 675-3457.

J

Mon ... Thur. 5.. 7pm

*
..

Dance to your
favorite blend of
contemporary hits

Good thing,

• Don't bet the ranch on the

• Wednesday through
Saturday Nights
DJ's 'til 12:30 am!
• lay Music Trivia every
Wednesda y & Thursday
with Dan Giroux

*

RedSox.Sunday's2~victoryput

Boston a measly half game out of
first place, True, they defeated
the lowly Baltimore Orioles, but
a win is a win. Will the Bosox be
able to win the 7th game of the
World Series when all their New
England fans have their hearts
and souls on the line? _.. 1946,
1967, 1975, 1986. Of course not,
But it's only a silly game, right?
See you at Fenway_l' ll be the
curmudgeon sitting down during the obnoxious wonII! looking
for loose change,

S\LUTES
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NO COVER CHARGE
APPROPRIATE DRESS
ONLY

•
At the Corner of Milk
& Market Streets

*

Concorneclh ...ntoolGlftoclChI.. Siory ,......,. Program for kids in
dron are sponsoring a lecture by
Kindergarten through third grade June
Shirley Rand. board member of The
29. 1-2 pm al the Rivenon Branch
HoNingworlh Center for Highly Gifted
Children. July 10, 7 pm in Standish.
The meeting is open 10 aM parents of
gifled children. For more information.
call 642-3302.
Maino DOS User Gro. meelS the
first Wednesday at !he month al 7 pm
al Soulhem Maine Technical College.
Machine Tool Technology Bldg AudiIIDrium. South Portland. Membership
ralas are $25 per year; free for a fulltime student. For more information.
call 775-7276.
....thworth Plllnoa.rlurn ASIrOnomy Shows Fri-Sun al 7 pm; Laser
Shows Fri-Sun aI8:30 pm. Admission
is $3 for acillIS. $2 for srudenlS and
children (no children under5). Formore
information. cal 780-4249.

t j ••

AT THE PORTLAND REGENCY

Ubrary. 1600 Foresl Ave .• Pot1Iand.
Sign-up is required. For more information. caM 797-2915.
Art Aft_hooI For kids ages eighllo
12 begin July 11 . 10:30 am-3:3O pm
and continue on consac:utive Wednesdays through Aug 15 at Ihe Pot1Iand
Museum of Art. CongressSquare. Portland. Series explores a variety of prinlmaking tachniques in conjunction with
the Frank Stella exhibit Cost is $60 for
members. $75 for non-members. For
more information. call 775-6148.
North AInoJoIaon Socoor c.mp
South Pot1Iand Perils and Recreation
is hosting a one-week camp Aug 2024, H pm for kids ages 6 and older.
NASC is also offering a Munchkin
program for 4 and 5 year-olds. A Goalie
Program will be set up if al least 10
campers are inleresled. Cost is $87
per child. (Munchkin program is $35.)
All campers receive a I-shirt and a
hand-stitched baH. For more information. call 799-7996.
Tho ChllcIron'. R _ Cont.r
is offering two art workshops for children led by guesl artisl Judy Fausl.
"Creating Dinosaurs with Found Objects" for kids ages 9-14 meets July 1(>.
Aug 14. Tuesdays. 10:30 am-12 pm.
$72 plus $2 admission to the Children's Museum's Cinamation exhibit;
"TexlUre Adventure' for kids ages 5-8
meets July II-Aug 1. W~sdays .
10:30 am-12 pm. $48. al materials
included. Space is limited. For more
information. call 773-3045.
WheN Tho Wild ThI... Are: A
Night W.lk for Familioo Family
outing hosted by the Maine Audubon
Soc:ieIy July 7. 6:30-11:30 pm al the
Masl Landing Sanctuary in Freeport.
Stargazing. calling for owls. and looking for animal signs and tracks are
among the planned activi1ies. Cost is
$ 10 per person ; advance reservations
are necessary. For more information.
call 781-2330.
Rot_ of .ho G"n'. AII-Mw din0saur show fearure len moving Dinamation creations set in their natural habitat through Sap 3. PresenlBd by the
Children's Museum of Maine. the exhibil can be seen al the former Lee
Dodge sales location. 191 Riverside
St. jusl off Exi18. Portland. Hours are
Sun- Thu 10 am-5 pm. Fri until 8 pm.
Admission is $3.SO per person; children under 2 are admitted free. Admission is $2.50 for members of The Children's Museum. For more information •
call 797-KlTE.
flicks For Kid. every Saturday. 10:30
am at the Portland Public Ubrary. Five
Monument Square. Portland. Free and
open 10 the public. For more information. 871 -1700.
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1·~BOOKS
146 Ocean St., South Portland
TeL 799-SAVE
Used & Out-of-Print Books
We buy books, too.
ruE to FRI12:3O-5, SAT 11 :30-4

CascoBav
'\NEEKLY

LIMITED EDITION T-SHIRT
-v-:
I \~

FREE t~
EASY
but never

Order your own totally hip CBW T-Shirt by sending $12 (Cash.
Check or Money Order) and the address label below to:
Casco Bay Weekly T-Shirt
187 Clark Street

Portland, Maine 04102
T-Shirts are 100% Cotton XL. and sport the CBW logo on the front pocket.

-~--------------------____________________________________________

Na~::

___________________________________
Clty:_____________________
&; ZlP::_______________
MrullngAddr~::

~State

Da~phone':--------------------~--~---------VlSA/MC , __________________________.Exp- date _______
Specify Color:

o Black
o Aqua

0 Pink

0 Ro yal Blue
Alternate color if first choice not available:

Land·
lord

'.
-

book·
l~ ~
seller
the boot!
By order of my landlord I
must leave my South
Portland booksbop. The shop
will close in July or August.
Ask About Clearance
Specials. Thank you_

-~,~

YES BOOKS 775-3233
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772-8114
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nity Health Screenings is offering
screenings for diabetes, anemia. colorectal cancer, high blood pressure
and choleslIlfOllevel. Dates, times and
places are as follows: July 6, 9-11 :30
am, Gorham Methodist Church, School
St, Gorham; July 10,9 am-ll:30 am,
Windham Community Center, School
SI. , Windham. For more information,
call 77>7231 ext 551 .

WELL

HELP NESS

Single, WIdowN, .....rllted or Whole FoodII CooId ... CI... PreDIvorced People over 35 are invited
pare appealing, healthy meals for one
10 anend a new suppolt group in Port-

LIVE MUSIC
THIS WEEKEND
June 29 ARLO WEST BAND
June 30 IMMORTALS
with Special GZU8t Wild Hearts

or two people June 30, 10 am-4 pm at
land and surrounding areas. The group
Emmaus Lutheran Church, 265 Midde
welcomes any and aM new ideas. For
Rd., Falmouth. Course taught by Susan
mDf8 information, cal l.any at 854Hamill, COOking instructor, IIWld Eliza9935, Ruth at 892~7 or Kit at 856beth Pallen, nutritionist. Recipes and
1174.
food provided. Cost is $50. Pre-RIgisInfant Palrentl. . CI_ _ are being
tration is required. For more informaoffered by Portland Public Health for
tion, call 865-1988 or 78>4809.
Por1Iand residents. Meet other parents, Krlpalu Yoga: .....ltatlon In . . .
share ideas, and disalSS joys and fruslion Summer session of classes are
trations of parenting. Learn how 10 raise
as follows: Tue, 5:30-7 pm, beginner;
happy, healthy children. For more inWed 8-9:30 am, women's class; Wed,
formation, call 874-8300 ext 8784.
11 :4!>-1 :15, beginner. Classes meet at
OCD Support Group. For more inforOn Center, 222 St John St, Portland.
me1ion, call 774-8919.
Also, Thu 6-7:30 pm, beginner at CrysM,O,P," SeH-help suppon groups with
tal Spring Farm, Biddeford. Session is
facilitators meet weekly to help heal
July 100Aug 30; register by July 2. Cost
the emotional pain associated with
is $60. For more information, cal 490serious diseases. Meetings are at Unity
1310.
Ch..m, 16 Cotumbia Rd., Portland, NonD.pancienc. D.y American
Tuesdays 2-4 pm, !>-7:30 pm and
Lung Association of Maine is encourThursdays 10 am-12 noon. There are
aging Mainers to celebrate their Freealso suppon groups for the family and
dom From Smoking July 5. For more
friends of the iN which meet Thursdays,
information, call 1-800-462-LUNG.
7-9 pm. For more information, caJt 1- Medlt.tlon A.t ...t Friends of the
800-339-HOPE.
Weslern Buddlist Order is offering a
Wings Support Groups Tuesdays,
week-long mediation relreatJuly 9-16
7-9 pm at 139 Ocean St. South Portat Aryaloka. Newmarilet, N.H. Retreat
land and Thursday, 7-9 pm at 11 Day
is intended for both people with no exSt, Westbrook. For mDf8 information,
perience of mediation or Buddlism and
call Gerrie Brown at 767-2010.
for those with a regular practice it is an
Women Survlvo... Group meets
opportunity 10 meditate with others.
weekly on Wednesday evenings in
For mDf8 information, call 603-659Portland. Free. For mDf8 information,
5456.
call 773-8550.
W.lk/Jog/Aeroblc. USM WeUne is
Outright Portland alliance of gay, lesoffering a new session beginning July
bian, bisexual and questioning youth
9. The program offers choices in Walkoffers SuppoI1 and information foryoung
ing, jogging, multi.Jevel aerobics, stapeople ages 22 and under in a safe
tionary cycling and rowing. Classes
environment. Write: OUTRIGHT, P.O.
are offered three days a week at a
Box 5028, Station A, Portland, 04101
variety of times and locations. Regisor call 774-HELP.
lration deadine is July 2. For more in, " - t a ~rmo- is a self-help
formation, call 780-4170.
group for parents who want 10 develop ....... for the Family He..... Corinne
batter parenting skiNs IIWld are seeking
Martin presents a weekend wor1<shop
support and advice from other parents.
of plants used for general family health
Weekly meetings are on Toosdays at6
care and their preparation June 30pm or Wednesdaysat2 pm in Portland.
July 1 at Crystal Spring Farm, BiddeChild care is provided. Meetings are
ford. Cost is $130. For more informafree. For more informe1ion, call 871tion, call 499-7040.
7411.

SPORT

WWF W....tll. . June 29, 8 pm at the
Cumberland County Civic Cenler, Portland. TICkets are $15, $12, $9, reserved seats. For more information,
call 775-3825.
....... . Polnt . .lII. . School "learn
to Sail Program' offered all summer at
Southern Maine Technical College,
South Portland. Instruction offers 21
fool keel boats, individualized instruction, professional instructors and flexible hours. Weekday, weekend and
refmsher courses. For mDf8 informlition, cal 799-7303 ext 244.

Ho.... n-OneGolf Chall. . . . ~ddy
Rudder Restaurant is hosting a fundraiser for the Kidney Foundation of
Maine June 30, 4-6 pm. Grand prize for
hitting a hole in one across the Cousins
River is a 1990 Ford Bronco from Casco
Bay Ford. A $5 entry fee puts the
entrants in the running for an hourly
drawing and alows one shot (add~
tional shots are $2 a try). All proceeds
go 10 the Kimey Foundation of Maine.
c..co a.y Sportn.hlng CI....c
Non-profit sportfishing tournament
benefits the AUantic Sportfishing Association and Maine Marine conservation
efforts Aug 4-5 at Spring Point Marina
in South Por1Iand. For mDf8 information or entry forms, contact Cal Robinson at Saco Bay Tackle Company at
284-4453 or Paul Jensen at Port Harbor Marine at 767-3254.
Soccer PIaV- are needed for an
over-30 (in mind or body) soccer team
to play a challenge series during the
summer with leams from the Bathl
Brunswick area. Games are played on
Sunday aflemoons. For mDf8 information, cal Kevin Meed at 767-1385.

by Lynda Barry
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Get Y_PaddleWet Bring your kayak

Sport quotes
of the week
... FInding a new city for
the Summer Olympics is a
many-splendored thing. The
search oommittee oonsiders
every facet, all the unique
features that would truly
impress the world. Lynn
Dixon, Columbus radio reporter, boldly nominated oftmaligned Cleveland as a future Olympic site: "They
wouldn't need a torch. They
could just light Lal<e Erie.
.. Mothers of large families often receive divine intervention from upstairs by delivering their monster, King
Kong-size baby last. Kathy
Bosworth, mother of Seattle
Seahawks' behemoth Brian
Bosworth quipped, "It's a
good thing Brian was the fifth
child, or he would have been
the only one.
N

foreveningpadttesThursdayevenings
at6 pm through Labor Day at East End
Beach in POf1fand. For more information, cal Jeff Wesooll at 772-5357.
Outdoor Trip Hotlna Latest bicycling, hiking, camping, canoeing and
other trips sponsored by the Casoo
Bay Bicycle Club IIWld the Maine Outdoor Adventure Club. Call 774-1118.
Q ................rC.noeT......
Two-hourtrips through Kennebunkport
harbor led by a registered Maine guide
and naturalist Scenic islands, wildifa,
lobster boats and lighthouse. Beginner
through advanced. For more information, call Canoe Cape Porpoise at 2829655.
Maine A....... SocIety FIeld
Whale walches at Jeffrey's
Ledge are scheduled for July 21 , Aug
25 IIWld Sap 22, 9:30 am-4 pm; and
Puffin walChing trips are scheduled for
July 7 and 14 from Boothbay Harbor.
Reservations are required for these
trips. For more information, cal the
field trip office at 781-2330 or write
Maine Audubon Society, 118 U.S. Rte
I, Falmouth, ME 04105.
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week of &12!11110
Forta 01 Portland;

(112 hOur)

Sebago Millazine:

Antique Trunks (112 hour)

AYear 01 Art:

Selections Irom the
Permanent Collection &
Selected Loans (112 hour)

Ireland Today:

in portland

Children of BeHast (112 hour)

great music. great grub

USM Closeup.:
Kathleen MacPherson.
Acting Dean of the School of Nursing
(112 hour)
Programs premiere Fri. 7-1 Opm,
and are repeated Sat. - Mon.
1-4 & 7-10pm and Tues., Wed.,
& Thurs. 9am-noon.

LUNCH. DINNER
~~~ Good Food Real Fast
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PATIO OUTBACK

K_ Barry Saunden guartet
wednesday 612
The Rick Marsten Big Band
thunday 6128
Jimmy Lydeil/Carl Dimow Duo
friday 6129
Steve Blum Duo wi Lenny Hatch
saturday 6130
sunday brunch, 10-3
David Pope , classical guitar
20 danforth 8t, • 772-8114

Mike Quin/l

OUT
SIDE

Sea"'_
......... Nat... CenSummer programs: Canoe Tours
I9r

daily 1-11:30 am, Too and Thu 6-7:30
pm ($61$5 for members, $71$6 for nonmember); Salt Marsh Adventure, walk
explores unique ecology of the salt
marsh, Man 9:30-11 am, Thu 2-3:30
pm ($2 for members, $3 for non-members); Dawn Birding, look and listen for
&grits, glossy ibis, herons, ducks, willets
and swallows, Wed 7-8:30 am ($2 for
members, $3 for non-members). Maine
Audubon Society's Scarborough Marsh
Nature Center is located on Route 9 in
Scarborough . For more information on
any of the above, call 883-5100.
ea.co "y Blcycl. Club Upcoming
rides: Sizzling Tuesdays in North Windham, 30 miles, Toosdays, 5:30 pm,
meet at Sizzler Steak House, North
Windham (Gary Davis, 892-8257) ;
Windham Woodlands, 30 miles, June
30, 9am, meet at Sh_'s, North Windham (Dale Rines, 854-2481) ; Beautiful
Wayne, Maine, 35 miles, July I , 9 am,
meet at Bates College Pond, Lewiston
(Mike Bernard, 795~239) ; 2nd Annual
Kangamagus Madness Ride, 50 miles,
July 7, 8 am , meet at Gorham Shop N'
Save (Gary Davis, 892-8257) ; Strawberry Sensation, 35 miles, ride through
Kennebunk, Lyman area and eat freshly
picked strawberries, July 8, lOam (Pat
Aceto, 499-2048); Maine Bike Rally
July 13-15 in Darmiscotta (774-1118);
Biddeford Beaches , 30 miles, July 28,
9 am, meet at UNE Health Center,
Biddeford (Brian Doyle, 934-7353).
Appal.chl.n "ount.ln Club Outdoor worilshops held at their Pinkham
Notch Camp in New Hampshire. WOfkshops include: 'Beginner Backpacking,. trip and meal planning, basic firstaid and low impact camping June 29July 1; ·Land Above The Trees: field
seminar in Whita Mountain eooIogy
July 1~ ; "Canoeing Lake Umbagog·
July 6-8; 'Freshwater Ecology Seminar" July 8-t3; ·Beginner Backpacking
and Camping" July 13-15; "Plants of
the Presidentials: A Naturalist Adventure· July 12-14. For informe1ion or
reservations for any of the above workshops, call 603-466-2727.
".Ina Outdoor Advent... CI_
Upcoming trips and wor1Ishops : July I ,
Hike Knismans in Franconia Notch
(846-3036); July 7, Hike MI. Chocorua
(797-8214); July 20-22, Wilderness
Canoe/Camping Tripon Umbagog
Lake (846-3036).
Pizza Aide 10-20 mile ride along the
ocean and marshes of Cape Elizabeth
and Scarborough with the Casco Bay
Bicycle Club Thursdays at 6 pm at
Pars Pizza, Roule One, near Oak HiM
in Scarborough. For mont information,
call 799-1085.
Wol.... Neck WoodII Stale Paril
Summer Nature Program Nature programs are offered daily through Aug 16
and on weekends through Labor Day.
The programs Include a walk, short
talksandotheractivities. Each Wednesday a program for children (and aduhs)
"Fun In Nature· is being offered. Other
program are given on a rotating basis,
including "Osprey Watch : 'The Shore
TOIK' and "Wildflower Walk." All lours
begin at 2 pm by the big sign in the
second parking 101. Woffe's Neck
Woods Stale PIIIi< is located in Freeport. For mDnI information on program
schedule, cal 865-4465.

ETC

Strllwbeny F_tlval New Gioucester
Historical Society is holding its annual
festival June 29, 6-8 pm at the Old High

School, Ate, 231, New Gloucester.
Strawberry shortcake and other treats.
Good Day ...rtt.t AnnIv.....".
F_tlv.1 20th Anniversary is being
held June 30,1-8 pm at Reiche School
Paril and beyond. Afternoon events at
the park include performances, aducationaI booths, cooking demonstrations
and food sampling. These events are
free and open to the pub~c. Pasta
dimer at 4:30 pm and Contra Dance
with Shenanigans, 6-8 pm at Williston
West Church, 32 Thomas St, Portland. TlCkats for the dinner are $5 for
adults, $2 for kids under 16. Dance is
free. For more information, call 7724937.
Outdoor St ....t Dance SPANDA
Dance Company IIWld Schoolhouse Arts
Center are sponsoring a streat dance
June 30, 7:30 pm at the Schoolhouse
Arts Center, Route 114, Sebago Lake.
Tickets are $4 for adults, $ 1 for children
under 12. AI types of music will be
ava~able on request For mont informe1ion, call 642-3743.
Annual Ao. . Show The Maine Rose
Sociaty is holding its 28th annual show
July I, 1:30-4 pm at Cheverus High
School, Ocean Ave., Portiand. Admission is free. Roses wHI be on sale at end
of the exhibition.
Sunday. In th. Port Afternoon festival on Lower Exchange Street July I ,
12-5 pm. Performances include Jack
Honen, clarinet 12- 1 pm ; Casco Bay
Cloggers, 1-2:30 pm; Sheila Curtis,
visual comedy , 1-3 pm; and acoustic
group Devonsquare at 2:30 pm. Performances will be cancelled in the case
of rain. Sunday festivals continue
through Aug 5. For more information ,
call1nlDWn Portland Exchange at 7726828.
Portland School of a.lI.t Summer
Sassion offers classes at junior intermediate through professional levels
July 2-Aug 24. PSB will host four residencies: Devon Carney, principal
dancer of The Basion Ballat; Kathy
Chamberlain, who directs a company
and school in Dallas; Richard Rein, director of the dance program at St.
Paul's School in Concord, N.H.; and
Vasile Petrutiu, a Romanian dancer
who has danced with 'COIIlpaIlies all
over the world. For more information
on the summer session, caN m -9671 .
a_doInham Barttecue Parade, Ox
PuM, Chicken N Fixings dinner and
Beano are aM part of the annual July 4
barbecue. Karate demonstration at12
noon, Coastal Cloggers at 2:30 pm.
Bowdoinham Barbecue is 10 am-4 pm
at the Bowdoinham Community School.
F... part In Bloom Garden Tour The
amual tcur features eight private and
public country gardens July 7, 10 am4 pm, rain or shine. TICkets lor the tour
are $1211Wld may be pun:hased at the
Freeport Historical Society, 45 Main
St, Freeport., or at the gardens on the
day of the event. For mont information,
call 865-3170.
Family Ent..,.,.. . Show Deering
Oakslamily festival is currently accepting appIicetions for businesses to set
up shop at the festival July 27-29. Participants in the show will set up in a 10
X 10 space to sell their wares, promote
their business or sat up an educational
display of their products. Application
deadine is July 1. For more information, cal James BucklEI)' at the Greater
Portland Chamber of Commerce at
772-2811 .
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Photo Day
WHY CHECKYOUB
BLOOD PltESSUBE?
Medical studies have demonstrated that
your chances of living out your normall~e
expectancy are related to blood pressure.

(Two Day Guaranteed Service)

2 FOR 1
Bring your film to
Downeast
on
Wednesday or
Saturday nnd rccciv~ Doublc color
prints ror our everyday low one print

I~~

High blood pressure can be controlled.
You and your doctor can do ~ together.

Applie s to 3112" lustre surface pri nts or cuslom glossy
Ouignerprint.- on C-41 proce ll develop & pri nt orden
only. CannoL hc combined with a ny other sale offer.

A FREE community service of

FULL COLOR

PHOTO-TEES

---+--~---)

$1 6~.!lume

pricing available

100% Cotton T's

IMAGE
Market Street (next to the Oyater Club) Old Port, Portland. 774-4455

What about a dale, MQrqof ?

I'd t«O.r fweet!, play c o's
of pt'M'" popularl'J, MJer only
foods rich
and (~.."

In

"JoOd" c.holesierb/J

10 fWlambo J

arJd lor' fango!
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I /mow you're Q, CEO, /..eo, and y~r
hlp wardftIhG and trend partlCipahDYi are
100 1,. modem! Buf Y()()I" breokfoJt! Ho Ho'r,
Dtlllce's Calces, Twil'lkteS', Ring Din?), arltl
e~irJg from Lifffe Debble~, /h, I
n~ a ~il'l -/hat grubs ret)cJlarlJ at
THE 6000 E64 CItfi!
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Host Peter Jamerson Saturday 10 AM·l PM

The Big Deal
•••••••••••••••••••••
BPS PHOTO EXPRESS

PORTLAND'S CLASSICAL RADIO
Spoosored By: M,chdob • Runge Onentil R~ • c..oo Bay Country Smre • HWlting!oo Commoo

•••••••••••••••••••••

Pictures bring it home.
Two convenient locations:
30 Cit)' Center, P0l11alld • 772-7296
71 US Route 1, Scarborough • 883-7363

r------------------------,
• CENTRAL VACUUM SYSTEMS
INSTALLED
for as low as $995 with cash discount.
Includes: 2 extension wands, Rug Tool, Floor/Wall Tool, Dusting
Tool, Upholstery Tool, Crevice Tool and Storage "Hang Bag".

as low as $945 with cash discount.
Processor includes: Clear Bowl with handle, Lid, Tamper,
Steel Cutting & Mixing Blade, Slicer Disk, Shredder Disk,
French-Fry Disk, Base Adapter & Power Unit.
Operates 12 appliances. Other options include: Blender, Fruit
Juicer, Mixer, Knife Sharpener, Coffee Grinder and Ice Crusher.

• 2.00 AMP CIRCUIT BREAKER PANEL
as low as $785 with cash discount.

• 100 AMP

CIRCUI~

BREAKER PANEL

as low as $490 with cash discount.

*No Interest Payment Plans Available*

Additional10% discount with this coupon.

CYR INDUSTRIES INC.
892,... 0119 or 1 ..800..2,.8~..'WIR.E

ELSE CAN YOU GET ALL
OF THIS UNDER ONE ROOF?
• fitness Trainer
• Complete line of free weights
• Llfecycles, treadmills, steps
and rowers
• fitness facility open
7 days a week
• full locker rooms
• Tanning beds
• Juice bar
• Vitamin supplements
•• •and the latest In fitness apparel

-------------------------~

BUD DRY!

··• .
I .

1

t

Did you know Bud Dry is the
first premium priced, coldmtered draft dry beer in the
entire industry? Oddly, the
new Phoenix Cardinals of the National
Football League are
in the NFC EASTERN
Division
even
though Phoenix is
more than 2,000
miles west of the east
coast! Bud Dry Is
lIghter and less
sweet than other
premium beers. It
is smooth, clean
and refreshing
with no lingering aftertaste.
Although there's never been a
grandfather-father-son combination who've played major league
baseball, that could change in a
few years... There's a second
baseman now at the University
of Southern California, Bret
Boone, who could make the
majors ... Ifhe does he would be

part of the first 3-generation
family to play in the big leagues ...
His father, Bob, has been a major
league catcher since 1972, and
his grandfather, Ray,
was an infielder in the
majors from 1948 to
1960. The combination of dry brewing
and cold filtering
gives Bud Dry that
smooth new taste
with no aftertaste.
Try Bud Dry! What
was the single most
dramatic moment in
baseball history?.. A
panel of experts recently selected the last minute of
a game played October 3, 1951...
It was the final playoff game for
the National League pennant
between the Giants and Dodgers ... With the Giants behind 42 in the last of the 9th, Bobby
Thomson hit a 3-run homer to
win the game, and the pennant,
with one swing of the bat. Beer,
a good part of the good Utel

The
Freeport ROtary Club
Flea Market

body & soul

business opportun~ies
catering
child care
dating services
employment
entertainment for hire
flea markets
gigs

-"

home services
learning
legal services
lost & found
musical instruments
notices
person to person

recreation
ride board
roommates
stuff for sale
wanted
wheels

yard sale
real estate. for sale
real estate. for rent

..,-

deadline: noon Monday use the coupon or call Melissa Johnson at 775·6601
/
person 0 person
HEYII'. A handsomelQyearold ·
male college s1Udent who is looIcing
for an attracfve female in her lale
IBerII 10 early twenb8& and would
like to share some fun and
memorable limes with ma. Those
WII could include mlW1Y flings, but
mostly 10 enjC)Y each othe(s
company. So cmon, fm wiling to
lake a cilance, so should you ICBW
Box 1169 TPL 22209

IIORTHERII MAillE SWII 37
Honest. sincere proiessionlllype
gen1lemln ~ dining, dancing,
music, the arts, RVtng, bicycle,
quiet walks along the beahc.
Nonsmoker seeks lady 21 ~ to
IIwt life's Gooct times and IlOIsibIv
winter in .,. South P,O. Box 124.
Portage. lie 04768
IWF 34 I'S" 1101bc. SouthCennI Maine. Intelligent. WIIitive,
vary aUractlv., athletic.
pror.ssionll, leeks intelligent,
attractive, affectionate, warm.
ailing 8M who is honest, reliable.
communicative. undeIsmnding and
supportive.
Phonelp~oto
apprecialad. caw 973

WHO All 11 A SWII, 36,
attractive. inteftigent. wi~and
successful, I enjoy ex oring
Ihipwrecks in the Can an,
wh _ _ rafting the Penobscot.
biking ~ tie coast I am ~
~ woOO~. around my house.
~ biking and oocasionaIy
YOU HAVE TO LOVE words as cleaning, Who are you? Someone
breath itself. I'm in my early with • spontaneous natura,
twenties, female. Reeding James intellectual curiousity and
we?
.lo\'ce's portran of 1IIe Artisl jI$ • reverence for self. Who
individuals. open and honst.
VO!J1(! Mao . . my eppharrf, lyou Two
without ilusions who rna become
think we'. have a common bond, friends 0( _thing
wri1a me a story. k can be shon or 0:0.111 _
caw 072 Sou1h
long, but it has to be true. a
portrait drawn from your own
experience, a matnOlY, Leave an LOOKING FOR PEOPLE bored
addrB6S and/or phone number and, with the ber scene, sick of
arm intrigued, nt get beck 10 you. supennarket line romances. and
CBW Box 971
tired of long nights in front 01 tie
television. Hyou want to meet new
TWO EIiERGETIC young women
people for a ittle fun in the sun.
looking 10 meat two. SWIh oV,er start the summar off right Taka
dinner, Are you creatJve, energe1lC. out a Person-lIH'erson ed in caw
lJn-loving, Intenigen~ honest and
and take advantage of our special
spontaneOus? We arel And we'd oller right now// When you run an
like to meet you. We're 25, ad in !foe Person-lo-PelW1 section
responsible and a little crazy. Nice for 2 weeks, you get a third
guys only need apply. caw 970
weelL.FREEIl Just fill out the
coupon in tis section and send • in,
with payment, to: Casco Bay
BiWF SEEKS SEXY female Weekly, 187 Clark Street,
playmate for summer fun. rm 1aII. Portland. ME 04102. Indicate that
attractive, svena. professional, you know about this special
sensual and clean and desire sirnW. summertime deal and thet third
Send Dhoto and phone number. week is yours.,.FREEIl
CBW i!ox952

w.

nJ..

PERSONAL
OFTHE WEEK
Winner receives two free movie tickets
compliments of the Maine Mall Cinema!
SO WHAT IF MY egg is scrambled?
I still like to yolk around! SWM 30
with head injury and speech problem,
athletic, attractive, intelligent,
well-behaved_ Are you my female
counterpart? Lers laugh at life.
CBW Box 963
.plhMlpIacacIsnadilhtCasooBay~

1l8ISOI1IIIs, ya.r ad is aub "atice')' erEnId illla
PSB:lNAlCFTHEWEEKoonIe8t ~8IIl1ooki1g
ua:iiflal8lllageIYII.wilysndtn
1M1ners ... 1'8ClIWe .... id<.e5ilflemal

'--------------------1
IF YOU'RE SIX FOOT two. eyes
01 blue, single Dad, Chevrus grad.
39° and 36', I
buy that car
aness you"ra in it Ilay a hundl, let's
' - lJnch. Cal our pal to make a

ARE MAINE WOMEN duD 0( am I
looking in the wrong places?
Attractive. artistic SWII, 37,
seeks attractive trim SWF 25-40
with sensa of humO( Ilnd adwntulll.
date with this gall CBW Box 966 This educated, non·smoker with
TPl 22206
country sense and city smarts
ARE YOU A SWF, with 0( without praf<n mature, secure woman with
children? How about an honest and Intelligence, wit. independence and
&incenI relationship with • SWM. a little craziness. Enjoy aN fl. arts,
.co, looks 30, feals 20, healthy, movies, hiking, nature. and
= t and dean. Do youliks the traveling. I won't talk on about
bike riding and good d_ sports, c:an;, or work if you woo't
I am a dewted career person. talk about diets, dothes, astrology,
seeking
special person to enjoy or ex-boyfriends. P.O. Box 1748,
ife wi... Honor and IMt are hlld Seco, ME 04072, TPL 22204
to find, but if you are .,. person,
write me a line. Photos
appreciated. caw Box 966 TPl
22207
MWM SCREENWRITER, having
MWM, 43, "0"1 201 LSS., arrived from Hollywood, now
athletic, a~L~~' desires holding local call·backs for SiMF
SiM WF 0( COOl""" for intimale, to star in discreet and
joyous. advenlurolJe encounters. demonstrative summer dalliance.
Well-situated business man wants This time kindly send panictJlars to
to meet othels who can experience
life in its fullest Phone and best Box 10646, Portland, ME 04104.
time to call. Ar6wer .a. caw Box TPl a mystery to me; so don't use
~ to leave massages.
95.

won'

..,? "e

GWM, 48, HONEST, drug free,
seeks same, 25for tender
loving care. Looking for IIr. Right
CBWBox921
SEEKIIiG GWM 30-35, tall. dark,
must be tan with nice legs, Should
play guitar. Attention to Oetail and
good with numbers also a ))Ius.
Should be adventurous. kind, like to
dance, able to leaD tall DOIvester in
asingle bound. cllw BidED.
MUSIC LESSONS SWM looking
to Come Together with a slender
attractive SWF 18-30. After we
eat at Alice's Restaurant, we can
take the 5:15 train 10 KASHMIR,
where we can walk All Along the
Watchtower. Afterwards. The
Crystal Ship will bring us. to
Paradise City. Please, don' Take
Another Piece of my Hearl. Of leave
me Tangled up in Blue. Write back
and let'l make beautiful music
togefler. caw Box 961.
GWM WANTS TO meat GWII 0(
straight male for intimate
relationship, 20-<45, rm.(8. CBW
Box 962 TPl 22205
SO WHAT IF MY egg is
scrambled? I still like to yolk
arOU/ldl SWM 30 with head injury
and speech problem, athletic,
attractive, intelligent, wellbehaVed. Are you my female
counterpart? Lers laugh at life.
CBW Box 963
LONELY SPACE AUEII (looks
like Elvis in ~ dim light) seeks
single 3O·ish woman for dinner,
movies, and mild experimentation.
Psychic or relative of Hitler
pralerred, but will answer all.
CBW Box 964
DWM ADVENTUROUS maleseeb
female who's attractive. rm lonely
and looking for serious
relationships or just fun. rm an
attractive, hardwor1<ing father and
healthy, rm experienced but
youthfUl. caw 967
TIlE la's ARE HERE, and zovirax
is my ISWM, 281 reoccurring
memory lrom the 80 s, Hyou are a
slow 22-32, in shape. like to: dine,
dance, occassionally debauch and
have similar memories, then we
shoUd be in oontact let's exchange
letters 0( calls for comparison of
life's interest and a stress frea
dale could be ours. caw Box 968
TPL 22208

.8

TALKING
PERS@NAL
With Casco Bay Weekly's Talking Personals
you can not only read the personals,you can also
listen to them and leave a message of your own!
Talking Personals are a qUick and easy way to
find out more about the person placing the ad,
to share more about yourself, or just to see
who's out there,
Whenever you place a Person-to-Person ad in
Casco Bay Weekly, you will be assigned a
Talking Personal number (TPL), free! You can
leave an outgoing message so that others can hear
and leave messages of their own for you!
To listen to the Talking Personals in this issue,
just follow these simple instructions:
1. Dial 1-900-896-2824 from any touchtone phone,
Each call costs 95¢ per minute, billed to your phone.
Z, When the machine answers, dial access code ZZ.

3, The machine will ask for a specific number,
Enter the 'TPL" number listed at the end of
the ad you wish to respond to.
4. Listen to the recorded message-, and leave
your response if you wish.
All calls are screened. Obscene messages will be deIe«d.
·Penon-to·Penon advertise" may choose not to
leave an ou'lI"ing m"""age.

~

,~--------------

Bl]Y 2, GET 1FREE
lb.'. right, buy 2 w.,.,bln the
I'uson-to.J'enon sectJon and get
1 w.,.,k FREEt Juot use the handy
coupon In thl8 sectJon to write your
.cl and oend It, 1110" with payment, toe
casco Bay Weekly
187 Clark Street
Portland, MaIne 04102

HOT SUMMER FUN

datin services

P.O. Box 2123, No. Windham, ME 04062

lRY

biHboard
biz services
boats

HEY, WAIlIIA CUT loose for anhour 0( two? I am a white male
looking for a female in a situation
similar to mine. I am happly married
but simply have an appetite for lust
and excitement greater than my
partner's. I am near = i•
atlraclive, friendly and res
L
I have in mind a discreet but
exciting rendezvous or two.
Nothing serious-lOtally playful, H
you are uninhibeted, trim, good
looking, and searching for alit1le
spice why not ~ me a line? We
could get acquaInted by phone
flrst- III on¥ cal when you say, P.O.
Box 15154, Portland, lie 04101.

JUNE SPECIALS

·IN..THE..COVNTER
FOOD PROCESSOR INSTALLED

aud~ions

Free 2nd set of prints pJus
Free film every day of the week!
Trust your memories with the Pros at

WPKM
FM 106.3

index
animals
antiCJues
auctIOns

2S

NOWHERE. ••
EXCEPT
Union Station
Fitness DeDot
The Total Health and FitnessCenter

+The+
Venus Project
Astrological Match-Making
For Singles Who Want A Lasting Relationship

The reasonable one-time fee maintains
YOIIT membership until you have the
relationship you want

-

Call Today for a Free Brochure
800-446-2979
8 Pheasant Lane • Lexin ton, MA 02173

MWtn<W~

Compatibles

.-

"The Dating Service That Cares"

----------------------------------------------------

$t5 OFF Any

3-month, 6-month or • year membership.
With this coupon. Expires July 31, 1990

Union Station Fitness Depot
The Total Health and Fitness Center

First Adantic Building • 222 St. John St. • 879~9114

......... _--- ... _---------------------------------

You've seen me on Donahue and U's.A. Today.
As the oldest dating service in N.E., we have
introduced thousands of singles with caring
concern and affordable rates. Why not you?
We're not just another
dating service.
We're Compatibles.
Call for a free
consultation.

767-1366
Portland

783-1500
Auburn

Always imitated but never equaled.

Gay Matching!
1mJJlU!!Jrf0I 800-633·6969

Meet someone new and
interesting this summer in the
Person-to-Person ads.
Take advantage of our summer special

For more information, call Me1IssaJohnson at 775-6601
L-__~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~==~~~~~==~
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body & soul
METAPHYSICAL READINGS
from a spiritual perspective offer
insight and practical application
regarding your current energy
field, lila 1G&sons, personal symbols,
and challenge&. Call Regina at 72!10241
YOUR LIFE. Over 17 pages of
your asllological profile plus edvice
on one question lrom .Nlien using
medi1ation or New Age Philosophy.
Send name and address and dale,
time, and place of birth with $18 to
New Age Advisor PO Box 10418
Portland ME 04104
100Y MASSAGE Enrich yeor lile
throiJ!jh the benefits of massage.
Nourtsh yourself by imprOVing
Circulation , detoxification,
increasing body awareness and
relaxing your body/mind. Call
Pamela Richards MaT. at 883·
03t5
HOMOSEXUAL
AND and
unhappy? There may be hope for
you. Thera is a therapy greop in
process besed on a nationally
successful program to help those
who wan1to change. No one turned
away on account of inabhlity tl pay.
Call 767·7138 and leave name and
rumber.
TAROT READER, formerly of New
York, now available for private
consu~ations in Portland. t5 years
practical experience. Call for
appointment...772·0483
WOMEN'S ACOA/Codependency
Group now accepting ~ members.
Contact Lucy Chudzik, LSAC,
Intown Counseling Center, 477
Congress St, Suite 410 Portland,
ME 04101.761 ·9096

wanted
JULY 4!!1 OPEN 10·10 with ice
cold lemonade on Mu'*'t Hill Mavbe
Someday, more than Just books;
Chinese temple dolls, Stockmar
beeswax crayons and socially
responsible toys and gffts. 195
Congress 773-3275 Look for the
flags and flowers.
DO YOU HAVE MS? Have an
interest in wholistic hea~? "Maybe
Someday" has openings in their
innovative program for persons
with MS. (tncluding 1 accessable
apt available immediately) Contact
Bonnie Vierthaler at Maybe
Someday 773-3275.
COUNSELING FOR EATING and
body image issues. Individual and
group theraPl' available. Call Usa
Bussay. lolA CEDT 77&-7927
WOMEN: Does being in love mean
bet i1 pail? Lsam how tl ~
dy~uncti onal relationship
paUerns. Therapy group now
forming besed on -Women Who
Love Too Much: For more
information caU 871 ·9256
REIIU HEALING Let this
Japanese energy balancing
f8chnique relieve your stress and
pain, leaving you mentally clear,
renewed, revitalized and feeling
GREAT! Call Kristen Erico, 2nd
degree Practitioner at 773-1346
WANT TO REACH 40,000 of
Greater Portland's most
interesting readers? Advertise
your business or service in Casco
Bay Weekly's growing Classifieds
seclOO.
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CWropractic Natural Health Center ~
Dr. Karen Danko, D.C., N.D.
~
~
~

~
•

wholisttc chiropractic, naturopathy
475 Stevens Ave Portland ME 04103

~
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success- personal and business

t

Carole B. Curt-an, MS, CSW-IP

:

counselor, hYP7Jotist, psychic
by apPointment 871-0032

t

t
t

-

persofUll developmellt classes
relaxalion, bealing, meditation, psycbic

REAlJI'Y THERAPY

certlfled therapist
personal growth. grief
depression • addictions
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& ........
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RESPONSIBLE WOMAII, US ...
faculty, seeks tl house sit an apt,
condo or house for modfl6t rant
within
1/2
hour
of
GorhamlPortland during 1990·91
school year. NIS. 517·772·5569.
law message.
PROFESSIONAL FEMALE,
mature and reliable, seeks
condoihouseSi1ting situation, or
freeAow rent in apt boilding in
exchange for clenca!J1ight work.
References avail. P.O. Box 2293,
So. Portland, O4t06.

BIBUOPHIUC
lANDLORD WANTEDI

Dedicaled bookseller needs to
rent slorage or retail space.
Please contact Jack at
J. Glaller Books, 799-7283

HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS
SUMMER? Hitch a ride on a
commercial jet for no more than
$160 with AIRHITCH® 212·864·
2000

childcare
PROFESSIONAL NANNY needs

2 or 3 days work weekly. Lots of

raferences and reliabie car. Prefer
toddlers and up. Call 829-<1156
SUMMER MORNING Arts at
Casco Bay Montessori School for
children ages 3 to 7 years.
Openings available throughout
summer. Hours are from 9·12 am
and drop off is welcomed with
prior call at 799-2400. Call or
stop by for information at 440
Ocean Street, South Portland.
Also inqu ire about Saptem bar
Afternoon and Aftercare
programs for preschool thru 2nd
Graders.

learnin

I
I

for rent

LOTUS
SPREADSHEET
designlbuild. Charge hourly, bot
will estimate the work first Also,
BACK BAY ASSOCIATE S
can produce prolfl6siona~looking
documents, per pege basis.
Resumes produced/revised for
Word Processing. Spreadsheets. Resumes
one·time charge. Call 871·7782.
Bookkeeping. Typing
law message.
WordPerfe<1 • Lotus 1·2·3 • Laser Printer
H 0 USE CLE A N I N G Par
241 Sherwood SIr'eet Portlan ME 77 066
Excellence. Efficient, reliable,
reasonable rates. Call 774-6467.
law message.
HATE TO WRITE LETTERSf
CASCO CLEANING SERVICE
Let us write lyrical, lucid, and Jetter.perfect personal
Now offering HYDRAMASTER
truck·mount steam extraction for
and business letters for you! Speeches, ceremonies,
carpets. Very fast drying. Call
and messages to mark special occasions, too!
about our low "Spring Cleaning"
LETfER BY LETfER
rates in effect thnu .lime. 7737510
1·800-827·8010
BUILDING, REMODElIliG and
repair. R.A. LeBlanc. Quality
carpentry; kitchen, beth and deck.
Reasonable rates. Insured.
RECEIVABLE
References available. 829-4249
PROBLEMS?
STORAGE FACILITY. Near
Dunstan Comer. Safe, dry, secure
Coastal Collections
storage . Lowest rates. Call
30%
between 9am and 12noon. Call Dan
no set-up charge
883·6635
797-3012
ENJOY THE BEAUTY and
stability of stone for centurifl6 to
come. 111 repair or boild anything
you need out of stone. Six years
FREE FREE FREE
experiences, references. Call
PORTRAIT
Thomas at 883-03t5
Junk car and truck removal
PHOTOGRAPHER
SMAll BUSINESS OWNERS
Any condition
Marketing is the process of
7735221
car
carrier available
aeating an environment in which
CALL 774-0268
the prospect sees the value of
doing business with your company.
Do you ever wonder if your
marketing is really working for
SOUND
you? ff you wonder, you should talk
with a marketing professional who TRONICS
specializes i1 small businesses. For
ENTERPRISES
a Iree intial consultation, call
communications company
Edgemont Enterprises at 871·
8964
PO. Box 1424
COLLEGE STUDENT with truck
Scarborough, ME 758-5844
avaiabIe to do odd jobs and moving.
uUtodayJ
Very handy and can fix most
evory1hing. Excellent references,
call any time, day or n igh~ 774·
2159, leave message.

Patti White

GAYLE
PETTY
KANE

WHY ISN'T

YOUR

AD
HERE?
775-6601

music lessons
,..-~-~~~~-""!'

__

stuff for sale
~_~~~_..,

Portland's #1 music teaching facillty

Studio 132 Portland. 772-4334

animals

GUITAR s DRUM WORKSHOP

I
if you want to really sing and get all
'~~~ '-~ ~ ~'- ' -- '- '- ' -~ '- '- '-' ___ ~ ' _ _ ~~ ~ ~A CAT LOVERS: Good horne needed
for one or two neutered cats, pert
the tonal and vocal techniques,
633 Forest Ave
Andrea is excellent. ..
Burmese, one declawed; good
and outdoor pels, both like • • P.o.rtI.an.d•••7.73••3.4.44_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..C;.;,h~eciiilk_us~ouii:ltiil
INTOWN COUNSELING CENTER indoor
paople. Please call lisa 772·6332
Trc:nmenr for Addictions, ACOA lS5ues, and Co-dependency
(w) or 926-3566 (h).
Individuals, Group~ and Couples
PARAKEETS FOR FREE. Two
Lucy Co Chudzik
haPPl' and healthy male parakeets.
Hours of entertainment. Great
207·761-9096
training potential. Comfortable
Licensed Subsca.nce Abuse Cou nselm
instructor at
~ haiids. These guys need a ~
477 Congress Strcct • Portland, ME 04 101
Colby College
horne. Call 77~.
& Waynflete
, AJ(C DOBERMAN pups for sale.
Very stable temperments .
Barbara Fudala RN
Gorgeous red coloring enhances
Eric Krantz
their 8lCcollent conr,rmation. Corne
Therapeutic Massage
LC.S.W"
meet them and their sire and dam.
Taka one hornel l·655-3007 leave
counselor
761-4569
Swedish' PolRrlly
message
Deep Tissue Massage
1 Mitchell Rd
So, Portland 799·3346

t '

biz services

I POTTERY LESSON beginning and
I advance. Hand-building and throwing.

:

Jtine is, 1990

I.-errb

774-8149
-lr

ituUvIdwUs • gtY>uP&
coupk& • ftUftlly

for relationships,
codependency, ACOA
issues, all t~es of
adciiC1ions and epression

I.reaUllC'J'X

INSURANCE
REIMBURSABLE

M.A.

.

'

wheels
FOR SALE 1986 Ford Escort L
Wagon 5sp AM.f"M stereoiradio.
54,000 mi. 42 mpg highway.
$3500 or blo. 854-2296
'7' DASHER, inspected until next
year, fuel injection , neW water
pump/bett~l)'. '83 Nissan Sen!re,
good condillon, current IOspec1lOn.
Call Dewey 772-&115
1177 FIAT SPYDER convertible.
Red. Drove her last summer but
needs work klr stICker. Leaving klr
grad school, must sell. As is, $2500
or bIo. Evenings 865-3820.
8' AUDI 4000 CS Quatro 4WD
All power. AMlFM casse11e. Great
corl $7500 773·6830

COMING

JULY 5

FOR DISPLAY CLASSIFIED (BORDER AD) RATES, CALL MELISSA JOHNSON AT 775-6601

BIZARRE AND biodegradable
bumper stickers. For complete
listing send SASE to : Box 201
Cape Couage ME 04107
MOVING: GOTTA GET rid of
some stuffl Adirondak chair $40,
12' x 6 112' gray rug remnant $30,
small bookshelf $30, coffee table
$20, antique sewing machine
standltable $75. Call eves 8740280.
WINDSURFER: BIC 750, 3 sails5.0, 5.9, 8.0, 3 booms, floater
hanness, mast8lCtension and mora.
Excellent condition. $1 ,100. Jason.
96H)862. Must sell.
READY TO FLY! Red Hawk
Ultraligh~ enclosed cockpi~ push
button start, full aerilons and
~aps, On wheels, with noats.
$6500 or blo. Catamaran
new
trampoline and rollerreefing jib.
$1400.799-4305
THE BABY IS 23 years old. Don't
you think It's time to gel rid of the
bassinet? Sell your sruff In CBWs
Classffieds. For more informationm,
call 775-6601
GEMEINHARDT FLUTE. Sliverl
open·hole. Great condition (hasOl
been played for years I) $200 or
best offer. Call Ann at n5-6601
doing busi1ess houlS.
ANTIQUE STEAMER
trunk
$150, complete set of imported
China $175. Assorted weaving
yarns 773·3275. Call Bonnie at
Maybe Someday.

wi"

11~§I~II&1!jf~t~1~1:~~::~[lli1~1!f]mmj~t!:~i
SOUTH PORTLAND: Sunny,
spacious 2BR apl. Wall·lO·wall
carpeti~lcony, laundry, quiet
neigh
, oonvenientlocation.
$S5O/month plus utils. Sorry, no
pets. 799·9265.
WOODFORDS AREA· sunny,
specious 1BR apt Includes QIU8IIe,
lots of storage, wid, qUiet
neighborhood. $475/month 871 ·
9337

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

,
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56 Exchange Street
Portland, Maine
Ouaint, spacious, one-bedroom
apartments available in a
vallely 01 styles, including
10k with ocean VII!N, two·le'lel
with fireplace. Our uniquely
are located in the heart
of Ihe Old Port. Rents rarIJe
from$450 toS525/month
plus utilities. For an appointment
call Spectrum Inc. weekday
mornings at 797-0223

Spectrum Inc,

for rent
YOUR OFFICE IN South
Freeport? Three specious rooms in
approximately 700 square feet of
converted stable. $550/month.
865·6775

for rent
ESTABLISHED photographer
with large studio and offICe looking
for person to share one or the
other. Great klr graphic designer.
Call 772·0864
MUSIC
REHEARSAL
roomshecording studios. Portland,
ground floor, 24 hour easy acces&.
774-3366

ARTIST'S STUDIO

5 OPENINGS!!
Come check us out.
We have 5 studios
open on or before
July 1. $135·$300
per month, aUlncluslve,
no hidden costs, 24
hour heat, lights and
accGssibllity, In a building
completely dedicated
to the artists' needs,
CALL SOON
They go fastll

799·4759

for sale
BAILEY ISLAND·Custom
designed mobile horne with passive
solar addition boill by owner.
Landscaped. 3 small bedrooms. 1
beth. large lIVing areas. All white
intenor, skylights, large windows.
Sunny and spacious. Easy
maintenance. Plenty of storage.
Low fuel and electric bills. VieW of
Casco Bay. $47,000. Serious
inqUiries should be wnllen 10:
Jordan.Johnson, P.O. Box 74,
Bailey Island, ME 04003. No
reahors. No calls.
WEST END LARGE VICtorian
home. New systems, beautiful
details. Yard, parking. $230,000.
Call 772·7909 for more
information.

RATES & FINE PRINT
tndivldual

Business

$ 7,00
Up to 30 words
9,00
31·45 words
11,00
46·60 words
Each additional word .15

$ 9,00
11.00
13.00
.20

Monday 11001 lor Tilrrsday's _llIaper.
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Name
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Total Number of Weeks __________________

City, Zip

Basic Rate __________________

•,

,

-

(eves)

+ Extra Words at _C Each __________________
CBW Box $5.00/wk _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

,

I .
~

__

Address

Phone (days)

·
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Complete payment must accompany all advertising.
NO REFUNDS. There is a $10 charge for all
returned checks.
Bring or mail ads with payment to:
Casco Bay Weekly
Classified Dept.
187 Clark Street
Portland, ME 04102
Mond~-Friday 9 to 5
or call 75·6601

Talking Personal Line ____N_o:........;"C_h_a..,:;rg:,..e_ __
Check One yaQ 1100
COST PER WEU _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Muniply eost by number
of weeles Id will run ___________
TOTAL OUE _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

o Check or Money Drdar enclosed
Card'

0 MasterCard
o VISA
Exp. date

I

PART· TIME coordinator for
PAUSICA (Pordanders Against
U.S. Intervention in Cantrel
America). 15-20 hours per week.
$7h101K. Politically Ictive, dynamic
individual needed 10 coordinate
grass· roots organization, staff
CIffice and assist with development
of fundl'liling efforts and media
relations. Person should be
ra-IedgeabIe of Can1nil American
is&U86, oiganizod, NIdepeoIClen1, and
have good interpersonal skills.
Political organizing experience
preferrad. S8nd resume br July 20
to Search Committe, P.O. Box
5247, Por1Iand, ME 04101

,..

...

ADVERTISING
SALES It MANAGEMENT
Casco Bay Weekly has a new o~rtunity for
an Advertising Sales Manager dedicated to
Greater Portland.
We are looking for a gregarious problemsolver who will thrive personally and professionally in our creative, chaotic atmosphere, You
must be a team player who can balance bottom·
line performance with a passion for social and
ecological justice. Your mission will be to pioneer and maintain new accounts, to conceptualize cost-effective promotional campaigns and to
inspire four talented sctlespeople,
.
This two-year-old newspaper is poised for
phenomenal growth during the 19905. Casco
Bay Weekly will expand it community mission
by providing its reader.; with concise, comprehensive news - and by serving its advertisers
with zeaL
This management position pays a base sa1ary
in the $20s, plus substantial commissions on
departmental performance; an aggressive
motivator wilf earn $3Ok, plus health coverage
and benefits.
If you are serious about advertising sales and
you are ready to make a commitment to this
community, send a resume and cover letter to:

CoscoBov
'\MEEKLY
187 Oark Street, Portland, ME 04102
"Attn: Monte Paulsen, Publisher

POLICY

caw will not print Ids Ihlt seek to boy or sellltlJUlI services

lor IRoner Dr.oods, orads wnh fMllllr _II conllnl. CBW will
not priDtlulinames slreeladdresm, Dr phone RUlllbers In the
PERSON TO PERSiiil secliol. Pl:RSON TO PERSON Itlvertiters
mUsieilller provide I Post OIlice Box IIIIR~erin their ad Dr use lhe
Box Service. All inform.tiol concelling Pl:RSON TO PERSON
advertisers iI kept slrictty coftli4entill. caw _MIS the ngh! to
calagOrilll, llfuse oreditads due to inapproprille content,eli:,

caw

WHAT IS A WORD?

Awonlls IOHidered Iwonl when it his I space 01 both sides.
Aphone IIImber is onnonl, PuAClullion is he.

ERRORS

caw sllllllOl.lIable lor Iny typographicalell1ll1, OMissions,
or chlnges llihe I' which do nO ilf8r:llhe niue or IOllIttI 01
the" or .. alantislly chlllleille ltIening,

REFUNDS

Clnsilie4l's al'llOl ""ndlble, elltlH will lie inlIIW.11
tiable lnur hs ~eel 'elennined,

/

FEATURES
WRITER It mlTOR
Casco Bay Weekly has an opening for an Arts
Editor with a passion for entertainment,
recreation and the arts.
We seek an eclectic visionary to expand our
cultural coverage, You must be a perlectionistic
journalist who can accommodate diverse
viewpoints and a chaotic work environment.
Your mission will be to write brilliant dispatches
from the frontlines of culture; to orchestrate a
maniacal tribe of freelancers in the production of
the calendar, listings and arts briefs; and to be
this paper's ambassador to the Greater Portland
arts community,
This two-year-old newspaper is poised for
phenomenal growth during the 1990s. Casco
Bay Weekly will continue to expand it commu·
nity mission by providing its readers with
concise news reporting. in~epth cultural
coverage and comprehensive listings.
This editorial position pays a minimum
starting salary of $16k, prus health coverage and
benefits. Increases will be based on company
growth; bonuses on performance.
If you are an experienced writer who is as
committed to the arts as you are to socia1 and
ecological justice, send a resume, writing
samples and cover letter to:

CoscoBov
~EEKLY

187 Oark Street, Portland, ME 04102
Attn: Monte Paulsen, Editor

All chuges Ire per week .

DEADUNES
________________________

PART·TIME WORK helping the
Portland Symphony Orchestra set
and strike our summer stage. Must
be able tl commit 10 three 10 five
outdoor shows during July. tt's
hard WOO< but a fun atmosphere.
Call 773·6128 for details and
concert datfl6.

OID PORT ARMs

RATES

Me~g~

employment

NEWSPAPER
PRODUCTION ARTIST
Casco Bay Weekly has a new opportunity for a
Production Artist.
We are lookin~ for a creative problem·solver
with experience m graphic design. You must
have excellent interpersonal skiIls and be able to
work independently. You should be fluent in
Pagemakei' and Freehand for the Macintosh,
Your mission will be to help produce an accurate
and visually-strikin~ newspaper on tight
deadlines in a chaohc work environment.
This full-time, salaried position requires some
weekend work, Pay starts at $15k a year, plus
health coverage and benefits. Salary may be
adjusted according to experience and ski11level.
Increases will be based on company growth;
bonuses on performance.
If you are a team player who is as passionate .
about t\raphics as you are about social and
ecological justice, send a resume and samples of
your work to:

CoscoBov
~EKLV

187 Oark Street, Portland, ME 04102
Attn: Elissa Conger, Production manager

roommates

PROFESSIONAL, STUDENT,
intern, convenient 10 USM, MMC,
Osteopath. Off Stevens Ave.
Share house, BR. fuN kit:hen use,
wid, parking $300 mo. plus
utilities 774-8992 evenings. Avail.
immedialely.
LOOKING FOR Mtf non smoker
lor a large sunny three bedroom
apt with water view and gas stove
on West End. Avail. now.
$l85/month n3·2805
NiS FEMAlE SEEKS klr 213 mo,
Fully furnished apt with
unfurnished bedroom. Neat and
responsible I Off street parking.
$250hno. includes utis. Call 8lf·
0655. Leave massage.
M WANTS M roomma1a. I have
2BR apt, 15 min from Portland.
S300/month inc. heat and
everything. 892·7122
Mtf TO SHARE sunny, large, 2BR
West End apt with GM. Fireplace,
washer/dryer, hard wood ffoors,
walk·in closets, storage. $395
includes all 87141636
HOUSEMATE: SUNNY, Wfl6t End
apt, 2BR, large yard. $2751month
plus 112 utils. Non .. moker and
sorry, no pets. Please call 87~
7019. Available July 1.
ROOMMATE WAIiTED 10 help
find and share 2BR rental $600800 range starting August. I'm
considerate, neat reserved yet
progressive. If you are 30-45
yaars old with similar qualities, I
would like 10 get 10 know you 761·
1549.
ROOMMATE IIEEDED July 1.
Great apt. on E. Prom. lob lease or
security deposit. $300 plus
utilities, oil heat, must see to
believal rm fun bot rfl6ponsible.
Days 774-4000 ext 3917, nights
774-0548
RESPOIISIBLE FEMAU wanted
to share fairly large apt near E.
Prom. $32S includes aN. n4-1398
af1ar 4:30.
Mtf TO SHARE nice, sunny apt
~ one man, one~, one clild
and two cats. Semi-veggie, non· I
smoking, washer/dryer. $183 plus
utili1ie&. Call Peg or Rob 761·1810.
PROFESSIONAL, 8M seeks M,
mil for sunny, apt in down1own
Portland. Hardwood floors, off·
slteet perl<ing, excellent location.
Call Mark 774-91 17. Avail. July 1.
FEMALE HOUSEMATE wanled
for summer or longer. Share huge,
fumished apt in safe Western
Prom area with single, professional
Morn. Only $65Iweek. 772·1402. ,
Mtf illS SUNIIY Stovens Ave
ap~ heat included. $208.50 + sec.
dep. 774-6543 after 4prn.
GARDUlER/WRITER, 42,
politically left, wants attic room in
household where people don' slam
doors. Pet peeveS: New Age sruff
and Fundamentalism. Pet loves:
singing, folk guilllr, cats, pinochle,
'ront·end loaders, beer,
Dostoyevsky, earthworms, and
sitting in silence to gel spriritually
cen1ered. 780-4886
MIS RESPONSIBLE female 10
share large, sunny 2 story bunaalow
in Cape ~lizabeth with 2BR,lar~
private yard on quiet residential
street near FI. Williams .
$3751month plus 112 utilitifl6. Call
767-3615 and leave massage. Avail.
August 1.
WELCOME TO THE"Burbs"·
Yarmouthl Easy commute to
Portland or north. Considerate,
responsible female wanl8d to share
affordable I·character" ~oes a
long way). st floor, 28R apt in
two apt house. Comfortable
arrangemenl large front bedroom
with own entrance. Shara lurnished
kitd1en, loving room and beth. Vard,
off·street parking, storage,
aa:ess 10 all &menitl8S. Available
7116. One month's rent aid smaI
security depos~ needed, but no
lease required. Ught smoker ok,
but no pels. I have friendly indIoor
cat. Please leave message: 8461356. $240 + 112 utils.
GWM NEEDS ROOMMATE to
share oondo. $300 a month if
in1erfl6ted wri1e to 180 High St
1!i4, Ieave phone number.
ROOMMATE SOUGHT 10 share
sunny 3BR Portland Duplex with
one. Hardwood floors, small yard,
washer/dryer. $325/month .. 112
utils, I'm an independen~ liberal
woman wi" a demanding job. 7734596- leave a message.

PHASE 3 IS ItERE. The "End "".
Flee (pun intended) market is
happening Sa1iSlJn July 7/8. 88
Brackett St (between Gray and
Danforth St.) starting lOam.
Records, books, household and
kitchen wares, tho outrageous and
'must havfl6." rm splitting, all must
go.

Jeepers!
Whatis the smallest number of cars
and trucks one must move to get the
blackcaroutofthelot?We'dlikeyou to
list the number of each vehicle moved,
in order, on the line below the puzzle.
Then write the total numberofvehic1es
in the box provided.
No turns are allowed. Every move,
including those involving the same
vehic1emorethanonce, counts. And be
sure you count your last move (outof
the lot) in your final figure,

Can you solve the Real Puzzle?
There is a $20 #t certificate from Al·
berta's for the first prize winner, The
second prize winner receives a $15 ~
certificate from Lola's Kitchen, Draw·
ings are done at random. Contestants
are ineligible to win more than one
prize in a four-week span, Only one
entry is allowed per person per week.
All entries for this week's puzzle
mustbereceivedbyWed,,}une27.1he
solution to this week's puzzle will
appear in the}une 28issueofCascoBay
Weekly, Send your best guess to:

Rul Puzzle #125
Casco . y Weekly

187 Clark Street
Portland, Maine 041 02
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Solution to Real Puzzle #24
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)

parking/garage

thank you/corne again
coffee/donuts
burgers/shakes

keep/left
next/ exit
guns/ammo
steaks/chops
rooms/to let
Otrysler /Plymouth
pay/toll

First prize this week goes to Marga.
retRiceofFaimouth.Second prizegoes
to Oteryl Mannette of Windham.
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